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BEARD TO BEARD

The Institute of Strategic Studies says 
that several countries which could soon 
possess nuclear weapons are deliberately

A.H. 4-; 
T.E.B. 4/-:

’The human mind is like an 
umbrella. It functions best when 
open.'

WHAT A PROBLEM - 
TH A T FARM 
SURPLUSI
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(FREEDOM by Air Mail, 
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other words said, as mad and only fit 
for incarceration but it would be ‘satis
fying* to be so confined in the company 
of all the other sane ones and kept in 
some degree of comfort by the labour 
of the mad dogs (satisfying for a while 
only, no doubt: reaction would probably 
follow!).

As to the Frenchman having accepted 
this switch from corrupt politicians to 

trained civil servants". Time will tell, 
and before long, probably.

Let us always remember that the cor-
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World ‘Peace Strike’
Activity in Britain
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diminish 
gonisms are exacerbated.
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1st of each month.
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Henri Rechatin has broken the world 
endurance record for living on a tight- 

He has also made a tour of 
France on stilts and has juggled with
sevthes for ten hours.

We need to talk about 
and other space age
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If
National differences, far front 

ing. become exaggerated, anta- 
Peoplc should 

bo allowed to work towards unity in
their own time and at their own pace. 
It is quite possible that a united Europe 
would bo as full of seething racial hate 
(of Europeans for each other) as the old 
Austro-Hungarian
forced association, 
empire,
Hitler.

The above considerations make 
less sanguine than C.H.

Arihur W. Uloth.
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James Meredith got in at the University 
of Mississippi aided by the chief federal 
Marshal and a lorry loads of troops. 
Ex-Major-General of the troops that 
acted in the same capacity at Little 
Rock. Edwin Walker, was sent for psy
chiatric examination and was later re
leased on bail. Twelve Hindus from 
Bombay, enrolled at Mississippi Uni
versity. have fiad a friendly reception so

Governor Bert T. Combs of Ken
tucky urged Governor Barnett of Miss
issippi to “quit playing Custer's last 
stand" and join the Southern Governors' 
Conference.' 
freight rates 
problems". . . .
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OFF-CENTRE
DISCUSSION MEETINGS
1st Thursday of each month at 8 p.m. at 
Jack and Mary Stevenson’s, 6 Stainton 
Road, Enfield, Middx.
1st Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m. 
at Colin Ward’s, 33 Elierby Street, 
Fulham, S.W.6.
2nd Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m. 
at Morris Bradley’s, 15 Pyrland Road, 
Newington Green, N.5.
Last Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m. 
Tom Barnes’, Albion Cottage, Fortis 
Green, N.2. (3rd door past Tudor Hotel). 
3rd Tuesday at Brian and Doris Lelie’s, 
242 Amesbury Avenue, S.W.2 (Streatham 
Hill, Nr. Station).
3rd Friday of each month at 8 p.m. at 
Donald & Irene Rooum’s, 148a Fellows 
Road. Swiss Cottage, N.W.3.
Please note that the metings at Fellows 
Road, N.W.3 are now on the third 
Friday, not the third Wednesday as 
hitherto. Next meeting 19 October.
Notting Hill Anarchist Group (Dis
cussion Group)
Last Friday of the month, at Brian and 
Margaret Hart’s, 57 Ladbroke Road, 
(near Notting Hill Station), W.ll.

Freudian Slip P
The Editors, Freedom, 
Dear Comrades,

I don't think it's necessary to cata
logue the printing lapses in my article 
on the Common Market, but who is 
responsible for the Freudian one in:

Like Mr. Gaitskell. however, though 
unfortunately not with elections in 
mind, the anarchist as well as the 
socialist has to come off the fence. . . 

Yours.
attack were made. A West German fell 
into a canal when drunk and explained 
that he had jumped from a moving 
train from East Berlin on to a bridge 
and thence into the canal. For a while 
his story was believed. . . .

Commander Walter Schirra was 
launched for five and three-quarter 
orbits of the earth in Sigma 7 from 
Cape Canaveral. Pope John XXIII 
broke two records, by being the first 
pope to travel by train for a century 
and for the same period being the first 
pope to leave the province of Rome. 
British railway travellers were however, 
strike-bound on Wednesday and either 
didn't leave home on Wednesday, or 
stayed in. or around their work-places. 
This strike was called as a proJest 
against the too-swift redundancy policies 
of Dr. Beeching's for railway workshops. 
Neither his recall from holiday, nor the 
intervention of Mr. Marples (his boss) 
via the goggle-box served to avert the 
strike nor make for less redundancy. A 
youth, train spotting, observed that the 
London-Sheffield ‘Master-Cutler’ train 
had an over-heated fitting, dangerously 
near the fuel tank: he reported it and 
was suitably rewarded by Sheffield 
businessmen: he was rewarded by the 
Transport Commission with a letter of 
thanks and a booklet on "Careers on 
British Railways". . . .

gRETON peasants threatened with 
increased rail charges for the 

transport of their produce to the 
markets used a little direct action 
with success, last week. Nine trains 
were held up in the Department of 
Finisterre in the extreme N.W. by

holding back. China could theoretically 
explode a device next year, India is 
buying an option" to develop weapons, 

Canada could develop weapons but has 
deliberately refrained. Sweden and 
Switzerland both possess necessary skills, 
Israel is building a reactor which could 
supply plutonium, Germany has ample 
resources to develop an independent 
nuclear force but is formally committed 
to refrain from doing so. The County 
Analyst of Lancashire has found stron
tium 90 in samples of certain cereal
based infant foods. West German scien
tists have sent a memorandum to the 
Federal Government stating that effective 
civil defence against nuclear weapons 
used indiscriminately against the popu
lation by an enemy, is impossible. Any 
talk of effective defence merely encour
ages a false sense of security among the 
population. On the other hand any 
reasonable opportunity of saving human 
life should not be ignored. Brentford 
and Chiswick Council have assured the 
local CND that Civil Defence arrange
ments in the borough are satisfactory. 
Hammersmith Civil Defence ordered 
CND supporters out of their Garden 
Fete because they had picketted and 
handed out leaflets, they said. "We have 
come along to see what the borough is 
doing for Civil Defence . . . we are not 
impressed by what we have seen." One 
of the Civil Defence officials commented. 
The trouble with these people is that 

they are all right now but if the bomb 
drops they will be the first inside the 
shelters". . . .

The journal Kommunist complains that 
(forty-five years after the Revolution) it 
is difficult to convince Russians that 
private property owners are a potential 
danger to society. A political commen
tator in the Polish Communist press is 
in disgrace for leading an "erratic life". 
Brian Poliitt. president of Cambridge 
Union worked for a fortnight of his 
vacation helping with the grain harvest 
in the V irgin Lands of Russia. Russia 
has agreed to lease to Finland the half 
of the Saimaa Canal captured b\ the 
Russians from Finland during the war. 
According to Emanuel Litvinoff in the 
Guardian Batya Rezmitskv. who was 
ordered to be shot for currency specu
lation. last February, was a Lithuanian 
Jewess whose children were shot bx the 
Nazis., She was sheltered by Lithuanians 
until the Russian advance; in 1946 she 
attempted with a party of 45 Jews to 
escape into Poland en route to Israel 
She was caught and sentenced to five 
years in Siberia. She served her sen- • 
tence and still wished to emigrate to 
Israel. She was implicated in a currencx 
charge and was sentenced to death. She 
replied to the accusation that she tried 
to illegally leave the Soviet Union that 
she had not wished to remain in a 
country where hate-mongers and poc- 
romists enjoyed immunity and where the 
murderers of Jews were treated leniently 
or allowed to walk in freedom. Scien
tists at Tomsk in Siberia, claim that pigs 
and hens are better farm products if 
they drink melted snoxx instead of water. 
The MVD (formerly NKVD, late 
OGPU and before that. Ochrana) has 
changed its name from the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs to the Ministry of Pub
lic Law and Order according to a decree 
of the Supreme Soviet of the Russian 
Federation. A letter in Izvestia called 
for a purge of people who write anony
mous letters denouncing their neigh
bours. An eight-man delegation from 
the British Coke Research Association 
visited Russia. . . .

tractors, trucks and private cars 
which were driven on to the track 
at dawn in what has been described 
as a “well-planned operation”. 
According to the Guardian's corres
pondent

The peasants are not alone in their 
revolt against the Government; they 
have been joined by almost all the im
portant sectors of the community— 
the fishermen, the shopkeepers, 
owners of small motor industries, and 
the intellectuals—to protest against the 
increased charges for freight which 
due to be introduced by October I.

An association named by its initials 
as CELIB (Liaison Committee for the 
Study of Breton Interests) has been 
formed to group the grievances of 
Finisterre. Morbihan. Cdtes-du-Nord. 
and Ille-et-Vilaine, and it was this body

Z.S

in the next Congress of tight controls on 
fed grain and dairy production. Many 
farm experts therefore felt that it could 
be a significant first step toward solution 
of the farm-surplus problem.

★

•Holland, traditionally the liberal and 
Protestant fortress, is now seriously 
threatened by the growth of (he Catho
lic population in her southern pro
vinces.

tHearing the exclamation "Scum!” in 
English female accents on top of a 
Paddington bus this afternoon 1 anti
cipated another anti-colour outburst. 
The bus xvas full of Nego workers. 
But the next xvords were, “You ought 
to go back Io Italy where you belong!

+ I
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'JTTOSE who prattle about afflunce 
and the prosperity that flows 

from the industrialisation of back
ward countries, etc., should ponder 
over the hard facts issued by the 
United Nations Food and Agricul
ture Organisation. Last year there 
were 52 million more mouths to 
feed in the world, but food produc
tion showed no increase on the pre
vious year. The bad weather was 
blamed for the shortage but the fact 
is that increases in production per 
head of population was larger in 
the more developed parts of the 
world than for the underdeveloped 
regions. In the developed areas, 
acreage is being reduced and pro
ductivity increased; in the under
developed areas production is in
creasing slowly not only because 
they lack the means to make the 
land more productive, but because 
large numbers of land workers arc 
finding more profitable jobs in the 
developing industrial areas. If the 
present lunacy prevails more and 
more workers will be leaving the 
land; more and more machines will 
be produced and less and less food 
will be available to feed the ever
growing number of hungry mouths. 
Left to “free enterprise” capital de
velopment will invariably be direc
ted to industry, at the expense of 
agriculture, because it is more profit
able.

Ill*
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Empire, another 
xvas.f It was this 

after all, that produced Adolf

A Spanish military tribunal sentenced 
one Spaniard to death and two others 
to life imprisonment tor terrorist 
activities in Barcelona. Italians kid
napped and later released the Spanish 
vice-consul in Milan to draw European 
public attention to what is going on in 
Spain. . . .

SELECTIONS FROM FREEDOM’
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3 1953: Colonialism on Trial
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7 1957: Year One—Sputnik Era
8 1958: Socialism in a Wheelchair
9 1959: Print, Press & Public

Vol 10 1960: The Tragedy of Africa 
Each volume: paper 7/6 cloth 10/6
The paper edition of the Selections is 
ax'ailablc to readers of FREEDOM 
at 5/6 post free.
PAUL ELTZBACHER
Anarchism (Seven Exponents of the 
Anarchist Philosophy) cloth 21/- 
CH ARLES MARTIN
Toxvards a Free Society 2/6 
RUDOLF ROCKER 
Nationalism and Culture 
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JOHN HEWETSON
Ill-Health. Poverty and the State 
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N incteen-Scx enteen (The Russian 
Revolution Betrayed) cloth 12/6 
The Unknown Revolution 
(Kronstadt 1921, Ukraine 1918-21) 
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Poetry and Anarchism 
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Youth for Freedom 2/- 
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Food Production & Population 6d.
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Revolutionary Government 3d. 
Organised Vengeance Called Justice 2d.
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of Pisa and 
i (here is a danger 
wog” (Dr. No?) will 

run away with the Mona Lisa if Mosley 
and his merry men are not on the alert. 
The place of the Jews in the New 
Europe will doubtless be taken by all 
those of non-European descent, thus 
playing right into the hands of African 
and Asian chauvinists and racists, who 
would be only too glad of a chance to 
denounce all xvhite people as enemies. 

Another force that will seek to exploit 
the situation xvill be the Roman Catholic 
Church. This organisation has not much 
use for anti-colour racism, it is true, 
though its record in the matter of anti
semitism is more dubious. However it 
does desire a united Europe, united 
under Rome of Course. 1 am sufficiently 
old-fashioned to believe that the Refor
mation xvas a benefit on the whole. 1 
should not very much like to see the 
countries of Northern Europe brought 
again xvithin the Roman orbit.* It is 
true I suppose, as C.H. says, that as 
people become more prosperous the hold 
clericalism has over them diminishes, 
but a good deal of the poxver of the 
Catholic Church is based upon the 

pressure group of ardent believers 
xvho are able to work themselves into 
positions of influence. Avro Manhattan 
writes on this subject in The Catholic 
Church Against the Twentieth Century. 
These sort of fanatics xvill exist in any 
sort of authoritarian society, however 
prosperous. Machines and prosperity 
do not necessarily end superstition, as 
used to be believed, though they may 
change the form superstition may take. 
The rise of Nazism took place in a 
society suffering from slump, nexerthe- 
less it xvas a modern, mechanised, pro
gressive, educated, technically efficient 
society, that one could hardly believe 
would so suddenly become xvorse than 
medieval. But it did. Therefore one 
cannot simply rely upon modernity to 
do away with the power of superstition 
and irrationalism.

As an anarchist, as a human being 
indeed. I xvant to see a united world. 
But a forced unitx' will cet us noxvhere. *
How people hate each other xvhen 
forced together by economic or political

Ordors should b* 
crossed a/c Payoe, 
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The Guardian" on Wednesdax carried w 
the headline "Police forbid Indian 
fist to tear down Berlin Wall”, 
ever, the day before, a West Berliner 
ripped down a section of the wall with 
his bare hands making a hole about 
tour feet square, there was no reaction 
from the East Berlin police but the 
West Berlin police temporarily detained 
him. The Indian pacifist’s attack was 
a symbolic act to mark Gandhi’s birth
day. The Berlin Senator in charge of 
police pointed out that he was respon
sible for maintaining public safety and 
this would be endangered if any open

good Europeans". Meaningless phrase! 
What have the different European 
nations in common? The English are 
as different from the French as either 
are from the Chinese. If one can be 
a good European, one could equally 
logically be a good Earthman, why not? 

So what will happen? We shall be 
deluged with a lot of sickly cant about 
"Europeanism”, which will have the 
purpose of covering up the differences 
between the various countries. One 
fascist publication 1 have already seen 
decorated xvith the headline, "Europe 
we will defend you!” Underneath were 
pictures of bridges, cathedrals, xvorks of 
art, the Leaning Toxver of Pisa and 
whatnot. I suppose 
that some sinister

I!

which was responsible for today’s de
monstration. CEL1B threats caused 
some concessions on freight rates to be 
granted by the Government after a 
Prefect visited the Prime Minister, Mr. 
Pompidou, in Paris yesterday. But the 
promised concessions and a set reduction 
of 10 per cent, on a few categories of 
agricultural products were not enough, 
CELIB leaders claimed. Fishermen who 
catch the famous live lobsters as well 
as more humble fish demand at least 
a 15 per cent, concession.

The government obviously heeded 
CEL I B's call for a 24-hour admin
istrative strike for the following day 
it was announced that the increased 
freight charges would not apply to 
Britanny and Central France.

When the news of the Cabinet’s 
decision reached Morlaix—the cen
tre of the peasant “revolt”—a pea
sant leader said: “This is only a 
beginning. Our standard of living 
must be raised to equality with in
dustrial workers. We shall continue 
to agitate until we get a fair deal.

'T’WO circulars have been issued in this 
A country, calling for individual acts 

against war during the week of the 
world wide general strike for peace”, 

5th to 11th November, 1962.
One leaflet, calling for token work 

stoppages, has already been distributed 
to 500 shop stewards and Trades Union 
branch officials. The other, calling for 
a boycott of goods made by those who 
also manufacture weapons, is noxv being 
distributed to peace groups and inter
ested individuals.

The aim of the shoe-string group who 
issue the leaflets, and associated groups 
abroad, is to encourage and support 
individual acts against weapons. But it 
is also hoped to secure a xvider hearing 
among ordinary people for the various 
arguments against war preparation.

The boycott leaflet explains how: 
Mass demonstrations depend for 

their publicity on what the national 
press thinks newsworthy. The papers 
might think the aims of the demon
strators worth reporting or they may 
think it more important that some of 
the demonstrators wear beards. But 
a buying strike is a series of individual 
demonstrations; people mostly hear 
about it not through the press but 
from the individuals taking part. So 
tell your friends and neighbours, your 
suppliers (they are always interested 
to hear of custom being withdrawn) 
and the local papers, either by word 
of mouth or by letter.
No arguments against war are in

cluded in the leaflets themselves, as it 
is intended that any participating groups 
and individuals should participate on 
their own terms and make their own 
propaganda.

Further information may be obtained 
from The General Strike for Peace Act
ing London Committee. 148a, Fellows 
Road. London. N.W.3, or the New York 
Committee General Strike for Peace. 
63, West 14th Street, New York 11, N.Y. 
fapree* Printer*. London, E.I.

Sark, in the Channel Islands has deci
ded to buy a modern, fully equipped 
ambulance, but since all self-propelled 
vehicles (except tractors) are banned 
by law. the engine will be removed 
from the ambulance and it will be towed 
by a tractor in its errands of mercy. 
The Pope has decided to cut down the 
time spent* in the ceremony of the 
gesture of obedience at the Ecumenical 
Council. In 1869 it took seven hours; 
noxv. by cutting out kissing the Pope’s 
slipper they hope to take only three 
hours. A Roman Catholic priest who 
disappeared from his parish in Carlisle 
was found to have married one of his 
parishioners at a registry office
working as a labourer on shifts at a 
soup factory. Laurie Hislam of Glou
cestershire is walking 1,200 miles to 
Rome to seek audience xvith the Pope 
about the scandal of Christians

paring for nuclear war". . . .

rH

Africans, our nearest neighbours, a new 
form of imperialism may seem to 
threaten. Indeed xve already hear talk 
of neocolonialism. In Victorian days 
sensational stories were written about 
tho picturesquely-named "Yellow Peril". 
No one ex er pointed out that the worst 
peril the world has ever known xvas, 
and is still, the White Peril, which from 
the sixteenth century on has systematic
ally wrecked and plundered every other 
civilisation on earth! With the increas
ing power of America. Russia and China 
it almost looked as if the European sec
tion of the White Peril xvas going to 
cease its aggression against humanity, 
and allow itself to decline into a condi
tion of modest affluence, like some old. 
retired, comfortably situated pirate. 
After all. this is what the Scandinavian 
countries have done. At one time the 
plague of their neighbours, they have 
now for several centuries been doing 
xvhat Voltaire advised individuals to do. 
They have been cultivating their own 
gardens. Noxv they have a very high 
living standard as a result.

However, no such luck. A united, 
authoritarian, clerical, military and com
mercial Europe is noxv going to add 
itself to the world's super-states, and, 
such is the nature of big states, embark 
on a new career of conquest. The pirate 
has not retired. Instead he is fitting 
out his ship for a new cruise, xvith an 
improved and heavier armament.

A new form of patriotism xvill re
place the old. Instead of being good 
Englishmen. Germans. Dutchmen. Span
iards. etc. xve shall be exhorted to be

192
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Bonn, October 4.
The Federal Cabinet today approved 

the record Budget of 56,800 million 
marks, about £5.071 millions, for • the 
current financial year. At the same time 
it discussed measures for the stabilisation 
of the West German economy.

Tho Budget has thrown into sharp 
relief the growing concern which is being 
expressed about the economy. The 
Minister of Economics, Professor Er
hard, has repeatedly stated that some
things must be done to arrest inflationary 
trends which threaten to undermine 
much of xvhat has been achieved during 
the last 15 years. Last week the 
Federation of German Industries pub
lished an urgent appeal for price and 
wage moderation and for an all-out 
effort to maintain the tempo of econ-
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London: G.M. £1/5/-: London: J.W. 8/-:

G.H.T. 8/4; Hove: A.R. 4/-; 
Reading: C.S. 2/-: St. Albans: K.L. £1/0/3: 
Reading: E.P. 3/3 Huddersfield: A.L. £1; 
Glasgow: J.S.A. 4/-; Altrincham: 
£1/0/6: Leeds: G.L 4/6: London: D.S. 4/6: 
London: A.H. 4-: London:
London: T.E.B. 4/-; London:
E. Rutherford: A.S.* 7/-; Hornchurch: D.J.P. 

London: P.S 7/-; Keighley: S.K. 2/-: 
Southend P.O.* 5/-: Peterborough: A.W. 
£l: Witney: R.P. 13/6: Hounslow: L.* 2/6: 
Wolverhampton: J.L.* 2/6: Wolverhampton: 
J.K.W.* 2/-: Swindon: F.E.W 4/-: London: 
J.S. 4/4; London: A.M.B. 3/3; Glasgow: 
J.H.* 8/6: London: P.N. 16/8: London: B.H.

London: E.S. I/-; New Malden: J.T.
London: M.B. £1/8/6: Petersfield: R.F. 

2/4; Shoreham: M. & D.* 2/6: London: A.S 
2/4; London: P. & G.T.* 5/-.
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rupt politician is ‘advised’ by the ‘train
ed’ (by whom?) civil servant and that, 
surely, we have no evidence, judging 
from ‘diplomatic’ relations, that civil 
servants are any less corrupt than the 
politicians they ‘advise’. (Probably (?) 
the politicians would be less corrupt if 
they were not put up to so many of 
their cunning little tricks by those xvho. 
from long years of experience, ‘know the 
ropes' and are thus able to set their seals 
to any ‘wind of change' or change of 
wind?). "C.H." is in a real trance! 
The so-called "Common Market" is the 
(free) West (End) rich man's club of 
finance—industrialists—the East) (End) 
has its parallel (on a different ‘social’ 
level?).
Southampton. Oct. 6. B. Cecil Bevis. 
P.S.—Following my own precept. I re
strain myself from ‘wasting’ more of 
your valuable space, time and labour. 

B.C.B.

££ I k£

For Queen and 
Counting-House ?
Dear Friends.

To me. the key phrase in the analysis 
of the anarchist attitude to the so-called 
“Common Market" is:

Tho realisation by workers, capi
talists and governments, of living in a 
society where consumer-power is re
vealed as a more potent factor than 
vote-power is but one of the changes 
that is leading to the complete tran
formation of our capitalist societies." 
The master-key xvords here arc ‘‘con

sumer-power" for in this consuming 
civilisation we are—apart from the in
creasing likelihood ot the nuclear holo
caust—heading fast for disaster through 
the waste of the worlds resources ('over 
consumption'—selfish indulgence!) 

Anarchists do not need me to remind 
them by giving examples—thousands of 
millions of gallons of water consumed 
hourly by nuclear ‘generating’ stations 
while deserts remain without the irriga
tion which would bring humanity at 
large infinitely greater benefit., their 
wasting from lack of works (the unem
ployed). from lack of satisfying work 
(the misemployed) or from inherently 
evil unemployment (the mal employed— 
nuclear, and other, weapons ‘inventors' 
and producers).

These are the aspects of our ‘civilisa
tion’ which anarchists, humanists, ration
alists and others who feel some ‘com
mitment’ should be constanly ‘bringing 
home’ to others, not only by writing 
or speaking but by example, by con
tracting-out so far as is possible—and 
1 have proved to myself that it is pos
sible to a surprising degree. We may 
be regarded, as Bertrand Russell has in J

omic expansion.
The Minister is believed to be con

sidering means of checking consumer 
spending, possibly by increasing taxes 
on consumpton. He wants to damp 
down the present building boom and 
deflate high building prices. Finally, 
he is anxious to secure popular support 
for this “semi-austerity" programme by 
xvide circulation of the facts of the 
present economic situation. He has 
done this in the past by' copious use of 
advertising space in the press.

The newspaper ‘‘Die Welt" points out 
today that wages have risen by 11 per 
cent, in the last twelve months, while 
industrial output is up by only 5 per

Shorter working hours have been
accompanied by increased absenteeism 
—one million people are staying away 
from xvork every day because of real or 
alleged sickness.

In his battle against inflation Professor 
Erhard has many hard nuts to crack. 
This was underlined today xvhen the 
Government announced increases in rail 
fares and postal charges. Most rail 
fares will go up by about 6 per cent., 
but weekly tickets for workers xvill be 
up by as much as 161 per cent. Even 
so the Federal Railways expect to make 
a loss of 300 million marks next year. 
Postal chalges for parcels and printed 
matter will also be increased this 
autumn.

(Terence Prittie in the Guardian.)

HOPE that it will not be interpreted 
as undue defeatism to say that the 

Common Market will come anyway, in 
one form or another, whatever anybody 
says or does. No doubt some will bene
fit and some will suffer. To me it ap
pears to be a "bad thing", as 1066 and 
all that would put it. but I can see little 
that can be done to stop it, short of 
course of a social revolution.

To ally oneself with the Beaverbrook 
press, xvith patriots xvaving union jacks 
with the "stand by the Commonwealth" 
brigade seems a pretty depressing pros-

I don’t knoxv how far C.H. is 
correct in ascribing Freedom's 

to (unconscious) patriotic
ardour, but it is clear enough that for 
many opposition to the Common Mar
ket stems from patriotism. It is im
possible for the anarchist to take this
position, since he is an internationalist Weeks 38, 39, 40 
or he is nothing. C.H. makes a good
case for going in. but 1 can't help feel
ing a bit uneasy al! the same, although
1 recognise that one way or another 
joining the Common Market is almost 
inevitable.

It has been an advantage to people 
living in this country to be outside 
Continental politics, whatever the cause 
of this isolation may have been. The 
British, like the Dutch, who much re
semble them, may be cruel enough 
abroad, but they are at least fairly 
humane at home. It xvould be a pity 
if involvement in the Common Market 
led to such a decree of unification of 
Europe that, for instance, the O.A.S.. 
or some similar horror, was able to 
make its appearance here. The methods 
of the British police are bad enough 
already, but at least we have not had 
as yet to fish fifty dead nuclear disarmers 
out of the Thames, or find our friends 
hanging from trees in Hyde Park. These 
medieval scenes were enacted not long 
ago in Paris with Algerians as victims. 
Again, it is bad enough to have to carry 
passports when we travel. It is bad to 
have a National Insurance number. Even 
so it could still be worse. We might 
have the Continental system of internal 
passports, "papers", imposed upon us.
This is all the more likely as the mobil
ity of labour across the frontiers in
creases. and the controls there are 
relaxed.

No doubt this is a very insular point 
of view, but in a barbaric world a few 
islands of relative mildness are worth 
preserving, and, as C.H. says, we live 
in the real (authoritarian) world, not in 
the free society we should like.

National frontiers are an evil, but if 
authoritarianism is to continue it is 
better that the authoritarians should be 
divided. 1 always thought that the anar
chist case against world government was 
that it would unite the forces of tyranny 
and give them greater power. Political 
asylum, already gravely compromised, 
would become a thing of the past. The 
same logic applies to an authoritarian 
United Europe.

There are other factors to be con
sidered. We live in a world of pan-this 
and pan-that, Pan-Africanism, Pan- 
Asianism, etc. Now we have the be
ginnings of Pan-Europeanism. Another 
bloc is being created in a world already
tense with fear and hostility. To the

rather than acreage under cultivation, as 
The effect of acreage 

duction has been largely nullified 
because farmers have tended to farm 
their remaining lands more intensively. 
The bill also included controls for the 
first time on dairy production.

A bill similar to the President's was 
passed by the Senate last May. but ran 
into heavy opposition in the House from 
Republicans and the American Farm 
Bureau Federation, which said it would 
make Secretary of Agriculture Orville 
Freeman a "czar" over farmers. The 
House defeated the bill, passing instead 
one without the strict production con
trols. A joint conference then worked 
out a compromise bill and the House 
passed it ten days ago, 202 to 197.

Last xveek the compromise bill was 
passed by the Senate and President Ken
nedy signed it into law. It included 
some of his proposals, eliminated or 
watered down others. This is what he 
got:

(lj Extensive wheat controls, effec
tive in 1964 if approved by txvo-thirds 
of the wheat farmers in a national refer
endum. -The Secretary of Agriculture 
would*have authority to set the number 
of acres needed to produce the total 
wheat requirement, an estimated 
1.000,000,000 bushels. This xvould re
duce acreage from 55,000,000 to about 
48,000,000. Thus the emphasis in as
signing wheat allotments would be on 
actual production.

(2) Authority for the Secretary of 
Agriculture to set feed-grain support 
prices at 50 to 90 per cent, of parity. 
(Parity is a price calculated to give the 
farmer a fair return in relation to his 
costs.) Reduction of supports would 
tend to discourage excessive planting 
and thus diminish surplus production.

(3) A 10-vear pilot program for turn
ing surplus cropland over to recreation 
and conservation uses.

Although the measure was not what 
the President wanted, it was viewed as 
opening the way for possible approval

that:
The Federal Government has 

S4.500.000.000 worth of surplus farm 
produce in storage — including 
2.400,000.000 bushels of wheat, corn and 
feed grains. The cost of storing this 
abundance is about S1.000.000.000 a 
year. The farm price-support programs 
cost another 52.500,000.000 a year.

Nine months ago President Kennedy 
sent to Congress a farm bill aimed at 
cutting the cost of helping the farmers. 
It proposed tight controls on wheat and 
feed grain, with production quotas to 
be granted in terms of total produce
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THE BEGINNINGS OF INDUSTRIAL
ACTION AGAINST THE BOMB

WA TCH FOR NEW 
DA TE FOR THE 
ANARCHIST BALL

state and some of its citizens, not 
because its symbolises a meth 
which the people could do away 
with the state.

If this picture of the respectable discussion, 
civil disobeyer is somewhat over
drawn, it is because everyone in the 
movement has some «
that attitude and some of the more 
anarchical attitude, in various pro
portions.

violent, pacifist movement which 
had recently livened up its activity.

tice in every other part of life, 
education, the factory, local com
munity affairs and so on. Direct 
action of this type is the only kind

BOOKS ?
We can supply
ANY’ book in print. 
Also out-of-print books searched for 
—and frequently found! This includes 
paper-backs, children’s books and text 
books. (Please supply publisher's name 
if possible).

SECOND-HAND
No Friend of Democracy Edith Moore 
3/-: England and the Continent Carlo 
Scarfoglio 5/-: The Testament of Christ
ian Civilization Joseph McCabe 8/6; The 
Adsent of the Labour Party Philip P. 
Poirier 6/6; Political Economy John 
Eaton 5/-: Gandhi and Stalin Louis 
Fischer 7/6; The Charm of Politics R. 
H. S. Crossman 6/-; Mussolini's Italy 
Herman Finer 7/6: Cities in Flood Peter 
Self 10/6; The New Soviet Empire David 
J. Dallin 6/-; Winter in Moscow (1934) 
Malcolm Muggeridge 4/-; U.S.A. '53 
Derek Kartun 3/-; The Programme of 
the league of Yugoslav Communists 6/-; 
A Walker in the City Alfred Kazin 3/6; 
The Question Henri Alleg 7/6: An Intro
duction to Metaphysics Henri Bergson 
3 -; World without Visa Jean Malaquais 
5/6: Editorial Wild Oats Mark Twain 
5/-; Extracts from Adam's Diary Mark 
Twain 5/-; Democracy in Crisis (1933!) 
Harold J. Laski 6/-; The Twilight of 
World Capitalism William Z. Foster 3/-; 
Skin for Skin and The Verdict of Bridle
goose Llewellyn Powys 6/-; Fanfare for 
Freethoughf Bayard Simmons 3/6; Litera
ture of the Graveyard Roger Garaudy 
3/-; The Night of the Snowstorm Wang 
Wen-Shih 2/6: Money-Power and Human 
Life Fred Henderson 3/-; Public Speak
ing Richard Acland 3/-; Towards a 
Socialist Agriculture (cd.) F. W. Bateson 
2/6: The Means to Full Employment 
G. D. H. Cole 3/-.

Church of England schools, 
result legislation was achieved 
which allowed a compromise solu
tion which satisfied them.

In contrast to the attitude which 
accepts authority, but protests when 
it goes too far, anarchists attack the 
idea that government, the system 
whereby a few people seize or are 
invested with the power to take 
decisions involving the lives of mil
lions, or thousands of millions in

loudspeaker equipment is essential and 
very urgently needed.

We therefore appeal to ail who sup
port us in our work, to help us practi
cally by sending us money to enable us 
to obtain this equipment. Please 9cnd 
whatever you can to the Treasurer of 
the Industrial Sub-Committee, Bro. Peter 
Turner (A.S.W.), at: 9, South Block,

accurate information of the effects and 
implications of nuclear testing and nu
clear war, information denied to them 
by the press, radio and television. We 
are finding increasingly that, when offi
cially-sponsored ignorance is countered 
with facts, active support is rapidly 
forthcoming. All this work is expensive 
to carry on To expand our work, as 
we must, we need money as well as 
personal support.

In particular wc immediately need 
loudspeaker equipment so that Richard 
Headicar and other speakers can make 
sure of really successful factory-gate 
meetings. These are already proving 
successful and their effectiveness will 
soon be seen in the form of further 
support from industrial workers. But 
factory gates and building sites are not 
the quietest places. Good amplification

the case of war. is ever a beneficial 
institution. Consequently the objec
tion often raised by legalistic social
ists, and often by supporters of 
CND. that to encourage illegal acti
vities in support of nuclear disarma
ment will lead to an all-round de
valuation of respect for the law is 
meaningless, because we do not 
imagine that our welfare or our 
liberties are based on submission 
to authorities, either parliamentary 
or judicial, but on the naturally 
social behaviour of the overwhelm
ing majority of people, often in the 
face of circumstances in which it 
would be greatly to their immediate 
advantage if they were anti-social, 
and to the exercise of our freedom 
in the face of governmental prohi
bition. Whereas a government may 
build a dam, or release conscient
ious objectors, in response to acts 
of protest by its citizens (although 
neither of these have yet been car
ried out by the governments of Italy 
and France), it cannot, if it is to 
remain a government, give up the 
armaments with which it defends 
itself against other states or the 
secret police methods with which it 
defends itself against its critics 
within. Although it may at times 
be in the state's economic or politi
cal interest to effect, for instance, 
a certain measure of disarmament, 
it will never do this out of ethical 
or moral considerations, and as in 
Russia or America recently.

one realises that such ideas are im
portant and has a vague idea of 
what the above phrases would 
mean. The Committee has carried 
out certain tasks for which it was 
founded, and in one sense it ought 
to be able to dissolve, leaving its 
workers confident that other, simi
lar committees would spring up to 
carry out similar work as the need 
arose. We are all afraid of it dis
solving, or even worse of dying 
away, because of a fear that the 
movement of protest and direct 
action which has found its expres
sion in the sit downs is not suffi
ciently soundly based to remain co
herent and alive without the abstract 
figurehead at the top.

The dilemma of the Committee of 
100 movement, which involves its 
anarchist supporters as much as 
everyone else is that it has launched 
an attack from the top of a tower 
(failed to achieve its object, if that 
was to secure nuclear disarmament), 
and now looks back and finds its 
foundations rather insecure, due to 
the absence of a broadly based 
movement which consciously rejects 
government and authoritarian re-' 
lationships in social ventures, and 
would form a natural basis from 
which specific anti-authoritarian 
attacks on the state, whether con
cerned with matters of international 
politics and local questions, would 
spring.’ This would in fact be an 
anarchist movement, and in saying 
that we are not joining the canvas
sers of the left-wing political parties 

, “join us and everything 
will come right”, but simply using 
the appropriate name for a move
ment which sees social revolution in 
terms of the people taking power 
from the state and running their 
own lives in free co-operation, 
rather than in terms of taking over 
state power to run other people’s 
lives for them, as a government.

The way forward for the Com
mittee does not lie so much in what 
the Committe as a body decides, but 
in what each of its members and 
supporters decides. The broaden
ing of its basis cannot come as an 
administrative decision, but as a set 
of personal decisions that the lessons

NEW BOOKS
Life at the Top John Braine 18/-
Brendan Behan's Island: 
an Irish Sketchbook
Brendan Behan and Paul Hogarth 25/- 

Officer Factors Hans Helmut Kirst 25/-

REPRINTS AND CHEAP EDITIONS
Leviathen Thomas Hobbes 7/6

Freedom Bookshop
(Open 2 p.m.—5.30 p.m. daily;
10 a.m.—1 p.m. Thursday®;
10 a.m.—5 p.m. Saturdays). 
17a MAXWELL ROAD
FULHAM SW6 Tel: REN 3736

TN discussions on the activities of
1 the nuclear disarmament move
ment. the terms ‘civil disobedience' 
and ‘direct action' are used almost 
interchangeably. However, despite 
the fact 'that both terms are often 
used loosely without their precise 
implications being realised, they re
present concepts which develop out 
of quite different basic sets of ideas.

These differences have not really 
been examined thoroughly in the 
current series of discussions on the 
future activities of the Committee 
of 100 and its supporters, but they 
are important, just as is the differ
ence between those for whom non
violence is a basic principle, and 
those for whom it is a matter of 
tactics; a difference discussed by
Peter Cadogan in Anarchy 20.

Civil Disobedience, as an idea, 
only makes sense when it comes 
from someone who is generally 
highly obedient to the civil authori
ties. To the writer, it conjures up 
a vision of a middle-aged, rather 
conservative Quaker, after a long 
period of conscientious agony, 
coming to the conclusion that the 
state, which he or she has regarded 
with respect if not reverence, has 
done something so atrocious that 
the self-respecting citizen can no 
longer remain silent, but must lake 
some dramatic action. I-----
breaking the law.

This particular approach played which law

suppiy and equip those who use them. 
When they no longer accept to do so, 
the politicians will have to fight their 
own wars'. 

Our work consists in helping support
ers in factories to form groups, in hold
ing regular dock-gate and factory-gate 
meetings and meetings on building sites 
and outside power stations. One of the
most important tasks is to give workers Peabody Estate, Lawrence Street Lon-
accurate information of the effects and don, S.W.3. All monies received will

be acknowledged.
Yours fraternally, 

Ken Weller (A.E.U.), Edwin Berry, 
A.Sc.W.), Mike Wright (NUPB&PW). 
Peter Turner (A.S.W.), Colin Seal 
(T.G.W.U.), Fred Morel (N.A.S.D.U), 
John Lane (N.U.R.) Bill Christopher 
(NATSOPA).

critical examination, to prevent
(hem becoming burdensome.

Now the religious approach to 
civil disobedience is largely an ap
peal to the authority, which the 
protester regards as being funda
mentally justified in its existence.
It is a ver>' personal action in that 
he often does not wish for mass 
following, since that might distract 
attention from his own commitment, 
and result in its ideological dilution.
The appeal of civil disobedience, 
as well as to the authority, who 
are being challenged with the posi
tion that if they persist in their 
course they will have to keep on 
imprisoning some of their valuable 
and respected citizens, is to other 
people of the same social and 
economic standing as the person 
making the protest. For this reason 
his normal law abiding nature is 
vital, the more respectable the 
better, and it becomes important to 
dissociate from such people as beat
niks and agitators.

One consequence of this is that 
since the important thing is to break 
the law, openly and publicly, it is 
not always of such great importance 

_____ / is broken. Sitting down, 
gathering in a forbidden area, re
fusing military service or withhold
ing tax can be equally effective ways 
of getting in front of the magistrate. 
Sitting in front of an air base is 
regarded as a symbolic act, in that
it symbolises the crisis that has Russia or America recently, will 
arisen in the relations between the have the power to recall as many 

soldiers as are needed for the pur- 
j by poses of any given international 

situation.
Since government is not based on 

, agreement, ethics or 
morals, but on force, it is no use 
challenging it in those terms, on 

elements of questions which are vital to its con
tinued existence and not just mar
ginal issues. What is more, and this 
is relevant to some of the discussion 

Further, if this article is on the going on amongst supporters of the 
whole an advocacy of a different Committee of 100, it is not very 
outlook and emphasis in direct
action and illegal demonstrations, it 
implies no lack of respect for people 
who hold the views outlined above.
For one thing they have provided a
powerful driving force in the inspir
ing demonstrations against the 
nuclear state which have been a
feature of the past two years, for from the parties in that it was about 
another, the fact that someone is ■

and incidently been highly receptive 
to anarchist ideas. The relatively 
large-scale support for the Com
mittee of 100 did not come from the 
deeply moralistic civil disobeyers, 
as could be seen by the overwhelm
ing proportions who cheerfully paid 
up their fines, but it came from 
people for whom civil disobedience, 
or any form of activity that deman
ded and offered more than the tradi
tional, was a necessary final resort, 
called for by the ultimate horror of 
the state's readiness to use the 
H-bomb.

The result is a movement which 
is committed to the logical con
clusion of an anarchist approach to 
the state, the opposition to its mili
tary power, but not to the root and 
branch attack on government at all 
levels which is necessary if people 
are ever to deprive the state of its 
power in society, including its power 
of destruction in war. This is not 
a criticism of the Committee or its 
supporters. It is inevitable and 
natural that people's minds and 
feelings should be jolted into a 
realisation of what government is 
about by a dramatic threat or event, 
such as an H-bomb test, rather than 
by the little oppressions in work 
and life with which we in Western
Europe are faced, and the more saying

those who still support the Com
mittee of 100 after its two years of 
succeses and failures; direct action 
aimed not at correcting an abuse of

Committee of 100 authority, but in getting rid of it.

effective to attack the state solely 
on one major issue.

The movement which gave rise 
to the Committee of 100 
of the cross fertilization of ideas

a big role in the early days of 
Operation Gandhi and the Direct 
Action Committee, and was trans
mitted to the Committee of 100 on 
its foundation. However, after two 
years of Committee activity, as 
contributors to Peace News have 
pointed out, the nuclear disarma
ment movement is very different to 
what it was. both in ideology and 
composition and some of the philo
sophical ideas handed down from 
the founders need subjecting to

s last 12 months (and 
— after more than five years), the 
campaign against nuclear weapons in 
Britain is beginning to turn towards the 
working class. This turn has already 
met with certain successes. The Cam
paign Caravan has resulted in 22 new 
CND factory groups. Emphasis was 
placed on industrial action at the last 
CND Conference. And there is in
creasing support for demonstrations by 
individual industrial workers. Already, 
as a result, we have seen the first signs 
of industrial action directed against the 
Bomb. Workers directly involved have 
refused to handle cargoes destined for 
nuclear weapons establishments. Other 
workers have held token strikes. This 
is the beginning. It is by such methods 
that a truly effective attack on the War
fare State will finally build up.

More and more people are coming 
to realize the importance of working 
class action in freeing Britain—and 
finally the world—from the Bomb. It 
is to these ends that the Industrial Sub
Committee of the Committee of 100 is 
working. Our first leaflet laid open the 
road when it stated: ‘Workers make the 
weapons of mass destruction, transport 
them, handle them, install them. They

El
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vicious oppressions and hunger of
other people in distant lands. How
ever, in the writer's opinion, many
of the difficulties which face sup
porters of the Committee are due to
the fact that it arose as a movement
concerned with a single issue, and
is now realising that opposition to
the bomb implies opposition to the
state, and that in its turn implies a
whole set of anti-authoritarian atti
tudes and activities which do not
always fit in easily with the organi
sational structure and the philo
sophy of action which has been
evolved by the Committee on its
sinsle issue.w

One of the strange features of of the sit downs and the anti-bomb
P.P.U. pacifism has been the way in struggle are worth putting into prac- 
which pacifism and non-violence,

grew out ideas which are relevant to war,
peace and international affairs be-

between the broadly based, rather come stretched to involve other
politically-minded anti-bomb move- things and one gets for example, that is consistent with the spirit of 
ment of CND, which was different blueprints for pacifist education,

pacifist economics and so on. It
a topic on which people felt deeply would be still more difficult to build 

prepared to deny the state complete concerned, and the dedicated non- up coherent “Committee of 1 
power, that there is a body of violent, i “ 
people who regard their own opin
ions, reason or consciences as being 
ultimately of greater importance
than the government or the major
ity, is always a thorn in the govern
ment's side, and a factor which
limits the power of authority, and 
lastly the person who resists one 
law today may find his attitude 
developing into an opposition to all
laws later on.

However, civil disobedience as
such is peculiarly suited to protest
actions which only need to be made £)UR,NG the
once, or several times over a short
period, and in which it is conceiv
able that the state could bring in
some reform to quieten the opposi
tion of its opponents. For instance
the recent fasts by Louis Lecoin
and Danilo Dolci have been design
ed to bring pressure to bear on the
governments of France and Italy to
introduce laws which are quite com
mon among the less reactionary
governments of Europe. At the be
ginning of this century non-confor
mist ministers refused to pay rates
that would go to the support of
Church of England schools. As a

or a
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THAT the United States has a 
large financial finger in the 

Common Market pie is revealed by 
figures published last week of pro
duction of goods by American con
trolled manufacturing companies 
outside the United States during

Production increased by
£700nt over 1960 to a total of 
£7,000m. An AP report from Wash
ington states that:

Since 1957, when these figures 
were first collected by the depart
ment, foreign production by 
United States manufacturing firms 
has increased 40 per cent.

The output of manufactured 
goods by American companies in 
Europe reached $10,700,000,000

C.H. MAKES two further sweep
ing statements which we 

imagine we are not alone in reject
ing. The first is when he writes:

A negative *no-change’ attitude, 
whether one likes it or not, is a positive 
declaration of Britain First and a pro
clamation that we want to keep to our
selves rather than merge with others.

This is utter nonsense’ If we 
follow C.H.’s logic then the fact 
that at the next general elections, 
anarchists will not vote either for 
the liberal or labour partie leaves 
us open to the charge that we are 
in favour of keeping the Tories in 
office! Perhaps this is C.H.'s point 
of view, in which case we should 
point out to him that while most 
anarchists do not believe in the “all 
or nothing” approach, neither do 
we confuse change with progress as 
we understand it. Change for the 
sake of replacing one set of rulers 
for another, or of playing the game 
of one bunch of monolopists in 
their struggle against another is not 
our idea of progress. The kind of 
action, or change, which is to our 
minds worthwhile is that which re
duces the power of the Executive 
and places the burden of responsi-

[£3,600m] in 1961 compared with 
$9,300,000,000 (£3.100m] in I960, 
and representing an increase of 
70 per cent over 1957. Large 
gains were reported in the produc
tion of chemicals, food and mach
inery, but automobile sales were 
down.

Strong sales showed up in 
chemicals, primary and fabricated 
metals and electrical machinery 
in Latin America, raising produc
tion in that area by American- 
con t r o 11 e d companies to 
S3,800
pared with $3,200,000,000 
[£ 1,070m] the year before. Sales 
in Canada remained unchanged at

form of organisation for production is 
that which not only satisfies the needs 
of the consumers but also recognises 
that those so engaged are human, re
sponsible members of the community.

★
IN, the second part of his article

Comrade C.H. after ironically 
drawing attention to our “slight 
omission” asks “What would then 
bo the advantages of Britain join
ing?” (Incidentally, we will not 
follow our correspondent and accuse 
him of insularity, or “Britishness”!) 
We have carefully read his argu
ments but cannot find the answer to 
his question, apart from where he 
says that by joining the workers of 
this country will maintain their pre 
sent standard of living. What evi
dence has he that by not joining, 
their standards of living will deter
iorate?

His pro-market arguments can be 
summarised as follows: (1) that 
they will “contribute towards end
ing the worst extremes of poverty 
in Europe and stabilising living 
standards for the ‘masses’ at a com
fortable level”; (2) that the “newly 
prosperous workers” in the Com
mon Market and their unions “have 
achieved more bargaining power, 
more political power and more 
economic power relative to their 
employers and their governments”; 
(3) the emerging hegemony of tech
nology, science and the managerial 
class.

The future pattern of capitalism, from 
the evidence of today, will be in the 
hands of ‘experts' rather than profit- 
obsessed competitors and financiers, 
controlled by the mechanisms of con
sumption, employment and maintaining

part they must play in achieving it . . . 
If wc are not mistaken, the tendency 
of the Common Market will be to boost 
the largest industrial concerns at the ex
pense of the smaller units of production. 
Without having any illusions about the 
latter, we cannot help feeling that steps 
towards concentration are steps in the 
wrong direction so far as we are con
cerned. And can we not make this clear 
without falling into the arms of the 
small capitalists who oppose the Com
mon Market because they fear elimina
tion, or at best, absorption by the hun
gry combines? After all we have always 
been opposed to both.

Far from suggesting that Mono
poly is not a dominating feature of 
British capitalism, we have used 
every opportunity, such as the rash 
of take-over bids, to underline the 
fact. We would especially refer our 
correspondent to the article on “Un
free Enterprise: Monopoly, Indivi
dualism or Co-operation” (Freedom 
20/1/62) which apart from opening 
with the sentence “We are always 
pointing out that the capitalist 
economy is monopolistic, and that 
all this talk about free enterprise, 
and the stimulation of competition 
is just a lot of talk with no basis 
in fact”, warns against the dangers 
of imagining that a nation of small 
shopkeepers, small manufacturers, 
__________ __ . “individualists” 
are on the side of change and revo
lution. In that article we went as 
far as recognising that

the growth of the huge impersonal 
corporations tends to unite the ordin
ary people in a way which ‘individualist 
capitalism* did not. It seems clear to 
us that the potential power of say the 
workers in Ford's factory is a thousand 
times greater than that of their grand
fathers who were engaged in workshops 
employing fifteen or twenty hands.

But we went on to add, and with 
this quotation we leave readers to 
judge for themselves the objectivity 
of C.H.’s attack:

That the growing concentration of 
production—and the consequent growth 
of centralised workers' organisations— 
tends to dehumanise, depersonalise, those 
engaged in industry, agriculture and 
public services is equally true. Anar
chists must expose the growing central
isation of production, control, finance, 
power in their propaganda since the 
government is always talking about 
free enterprise”, “property owing de

mocracy’ 'as being the laudable charac
teristics of our "free democracies" which 
distinguish them from the totalitarian 
countries. But we should be careful to 
champion, or offer, as the alternative, 
a nation of workshops, smallholders and 
shopkeepers. Their “rugged indepen
dence” is as retrograde as the mono
polists’ world is impersonal. For us. 
the only alternative to monopoly is co
operation. And the only acceptable

should consider themselves in a 
state of permanent war against those 
who control the wealth of the 
nation. If we are revolutionaries, 
in fact as well as words, our aim 
should be to bring about the col
lapse of the financial system but 
without a collapse of the economy! 
The crisis, which resulted in the 
Jarrow hunger marches to which 
our correspondent refers, was a 
crisis of capitalism, and if the Jar
row marchers and the 3 million un
employed and their families in this 
country, and the millions of hungry 
victims of capitalism in Europe and 
America had shown a little less re
spect for the Law and had instead 
taken over the uncultivated land 
and had occupied the “silent factor
ies” to produce the necessities of 
life, it is not outside the realms of 
possibility that the 1939 world war 
would have been avoided, and we 
would be living in a quite different 
world today. But so long as the 
initiative remains in the hands of 
the privileged minority no change 
can be in the interests of the word
ing majority.

The Common Market is the 
dream-child of politicians for whom 
the abolition of the capitalist system 
would be a nightmare; the Treaty 
of Rome “prohibits, as being in
compatible with the Common Mar
ket, all agreements between firms, 
decisions made by trade associa
tions, and concerted practices which 
can affect trade between members 
and which aim at or result in pre
venting, restraining or distorting 
competition within the Common 
Market” But if, as one is led to 
believe by the supporters of the 
Common Market, everything is rosy, 
and that the spirit of one for all and 
all for one prevails among the Six- 
Musketeers, why then these Rules 
for Competition in the Treaty. In
deed. why competition at all?

ure”.
ism”

D E ADE RS who were disappointed 
■*** with the ganging-up on Colin Ward 
when he valiantly attempted to explain 
what it was all about on the BBC Home 
Service will find that the BBC has made 
some amends in A Dialogue on Anarchy 
by Maurice Cranston, which is to be 
repeated on the Third Programme on 
October 21st.

This production which is a continua
tion of a series featuring dialogues be
tween famous men. previous program
mes have had conversations between 
Edmund Burke and Thomas Paine. 
Locke and John Stuart Mill. The pro
grammes seem to be a continuation of 
the old series Imaginary Conversations, 
although in this case the dialogues draw 
largely upon the actual words of the 
subjects and have a central theme around 
which the discussion revolves.

The programme lasts for an hour, and 
although some time seems, to the initia
ted. wasted in 'placing' the background 
of the scene and characters, ample scope 
is given to the anarchist position, indeed 
there was a feeling that the programme 
was Unfair to Marx. Marx was handled 
with competence by Marius Goring, and 
Meier Telznicker with a delightful Rus
sian accent made Bakunin seem more 
attractive and reasonable than he pro
bably was. A line to the effect "Para
doxes 1 don't mind Marx, but this is a 
contradiction!” had about it more Telz
nicker than Bakunin.

Particularly apposite to the occasion 
of the first hearing (the day of the rail
way strike) was the question by Marx, 
"In the free society who will see to the 
railways and stop people getting on the 
lines?" with Bakunin's answer that in 
Marx's society engine drivers would still 
be under the authority of cigar-smoking 
bureaucrats travelling first-class.

The BBC. for once, are to be con
gratulated, and Maurice Cranston espec
ially thanked for a good script.
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■000.000 [£ 1,300m] com- 
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kind for the retention of colonial
ism?

We do not “hope for the complete 
collapse of the British economy”. 
In his first paragraph C.H. quotes 
our statement “We must eat not 
only on the day before the revolu
tion but on the day after”—which 
we quoted verbatim from Malatesta 
—and if this has any meaning it is 
that the production of the necessities 
of life cannot be interrupted unless 
one's aim is to smother the revolu
tion (as for example the deliberate 
walk-out by the Belgians in the 
Congo and the French in Algeria). 
If C.H. takes the trouble to consult 
(he files of Freedom, he will see 
that what we have said repeatedly, 
is that there is a possibility of a 
revolutionary situation (as well as 
war) as a result of a major financial 
crisis, and that workers should not 
be expected to co-operate with the 
industrialists and ruling class to 
solve these crises: on the contrary. • 
because they are denied (he right to 
dispose of the product of their 
labour, or have free access to the 
means of production, workers

THE second statement by C.H. 
. which we challenge is the last 

paragraph of his article which 
reads:

The last word among anarchists may 
well be with those comrades who lightly 
put forward the hope that the complete 
collapse of the British economy will give 
rise to a revolutionary situation that 
will create the dawn of an anarchist 
society. They are overlooking the 
historical precedent, however, that the 
decline of an imperial capitalist state 
leads to Jarrow hunger marches, an 
awful silence in the factories and the 
workshops and. finally, the probability 
of a Hitler-type dictatorship.

Clearly, our correspondent wants 
the best of both worlds. He attacks, 
on the one hand those who advocate 
an economic policy of self-suffici
ency for every country where this 
is possible, and on the other those 
who “lightly put forward the hope 
that the complete collapse of the 
British economy will give rise to a 
revolutionary situation ...” Not 
only that; his final sentence, which 
apart from being a complete tra
vesty of the facts, is surely an 
apologia of the most reactionary

bility and initiative on the people. 
This is not revolution, but it is a 
step in the right direction. We 
oppose the Common Market and 
the Treaty of Rome because far 
from resulting in a decentralisation 
of power they seek to concentrate 
political and economic power in 
ever fewer hands. C.H. will argue 
that the trend is for capitalism to 
be in the hands of the “experts” 
rather than “profit-obsessed com
petitors and financiers. We disagree 
on the evidence available, but even 
assuming he is right does this radi
cally change the problem, or the 
description of the Common Market 
as put forward in the editorial he 
selected for his attack?

The only ‘‘unity” one can expect from 
the Common Market is that of a huge 
Monopoly which regulates every moment 
in the lives of millions of human 
beings. A kind of Russia without the 
pretence of abolishing the capitalist 
system or the promise of the State 
withering away” in due course! So 

without having illusions about the indi
vidual nations as we know them now, 
is not a European "unity" imposed from 
above an important step in the wrong 
direction, a case of jumping out of the 
frying pan into the fire ?

The long contribution from our
comrade C.H. to the discussion

of the “burning” topic of the Com
mon Market published in Freedom
last week, can most conveniently be
divided into two parts; the first is
an attack on the alleged arguments
contained in a recent editorial on
the subject (‘No Reason for Silence’
1/9/62); the second part purports
to present “the advantages of join
ing the Common Market”.

eginning with the title, which
our comrade himself gave to his
article “For Queen and Country /
he seeks to demonstrate that our
whole approach is more than tinged
with an insularity, a “Britishness
which “must have provoked gasps
from continental comrades”. He
further alleges that we soft-pedalled
the capitalist system in this country,
so much so that he assumed from
what we wrote that monopolistic
conditions did not prevail in Britain
as elsewhere, and “that there was
no great concentration of wealth or
power”; we are also alleged to have
raised hopes of a “decentralised
economy in the hands of British
workers” in “the foreseeable fut-

Furthermore our “national-
is put forward in “the guise

of a plea for every country to *Smallholders and 
produce as much food as possible.
irrespective of the consequences of
the reality of capitalism as it is to
day, of the stocks already rotting
in the storehouses of the U.S.A
Canada, and Australia”.

★
do not propose to defend our
selves at length from such

wild accusations—we invite inter
ested readers to consult not only the
editorial in question but a file of
Freedom for the current year, to
decide for themselves whether there
is any substance to our correspon
dent’s arguments. But for the sake
of new readers and to clear the way
for serious discussion, we cannot
allow these allegations to pass un
challenged.

In the first paragraph of the
offending” editorial we wrote:
Surely anarchist propagandists

must oppose both European prefer
ence as well as Commonwealth pre
ference”. In the second paragraph
we wrote: —

It is our opinion that the concentra
tion of the wealth and productive re
sources of these countries in ever fewer 
hands increases the overwhelming power
that the class of managers, financiers
and technicians already possess, thus 
making it ever more difficult.to put over,
and convince workers, of the practica
bility of decentralised control, and the

The US Finger in the 
Common Market Pie

a certain bourgeois equilibrium rather 
than being under the domination of 
opportunistic political parties. And this 
will apply to Britain in or out of the 
Market.
(4) “The emergence of ‘rational’ 
capitalism as distinct from ‘irra
tional’ capitalism to which we are 
at present submitting” and (5) the 
“submergence” of politics “as we 
have known them” by economic 
realities; (6) A “Europe without 
frontiers, despite all the talk of 
capitalism making it a worthless 
illusion, is an advance in the break
ing down of barriers that separate 
man from man.” (7) “A Europe 
without political parties and served 
by non-national ‘experts' planning 
production and consumption is a 
step towards the end of govern
ments.

And our comrade concludes:
In this brief summary of possible ad

vantages one cannot offer them as imme
diate encouragement to the anarchist. 
But one can ask, as citizens and wage
slaves of Britain Now, whether Europe 
offers more hope of a classless society, 
freedom from politics, from nationalism, 
from poverty, from the insularity and 
snobbery that has rightly been called the 
pox Britannica....

Must we again repeat that the 
alternative is not between (what we 
also think has been rightly called) 
the pox Britannica and the Common 
Market, whose mission as we under
stand it, is to consolidate the capi
talist system. None of the “advan
tages” enumerated by C.H. are 
substantiated with facts or even 
trends. If, after reflection, he de
nies our contention, we will gladly 
present our evidence to disprove all 
seven of his arguments.
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THE BEGINNINGS OF INDUSTRIAL
ACTION AGAINST THE BOMB

WA TCH FOR NEW 
DA TE FOR THE 
ANARCHIST BALL

state and some of its citizens, not 
because its symbolises a meth 
which the people could do away 
with the state.

If this picture of the respectable discussion, 
civil disobeyer is somewhat over
drawn, it is because everyone in the 
movement has some «
that attitude and some of the more 
anarchical attitude, in various pro
portions.

violent, pacifist movement which 
had recently livened up its activity.

tice in every other part of life, 
education, the factory, local com
munity affairs and so on. Direct 
action of this type is the only kind

BOOKS ?
We can supply
ANY’ book in print. 
Also out-of-print books searched for 
—and frequently found! This includes 
paper-backs, children’s books and text 
books. (Please supply publisher's name 
if possible).

SECOND-HAND
No Friend of Democracy Edith Moore 
3/-: England and the Continent Carlo 
Scarfoglio 5/-: The Testament of Christ
ian Civilization Joseph McCabe 8/6; The 
Adsent of the Labour Party Philip P. 
Poirier 6/6; Political Economy John 
Eaton 5/-: Gandhi and Stalin Louis 
Fischer 7/6; The Charm of Politics R. 
H. S. Crossman 6/-; Mussolini's Italy 
Herman Finer 7/6: Cities in Flood Peter 
Self 10/6; The New Soviet Empire David 
J. Dallin 6/-; Winter in Moscow (1934) 
Malcolm Muggeridge 4/-; U.S.A. '53 
Derek Kartun 3/-; The Programme of 
the league of Yugoslav Communists 6/-; 
A Walker in the City Alfred Kazin 3/6; 
The Question Henri Alleg 7/6: An Intro
duction to Metaphysics Henri Bergson 
3 -; World without Visa Jean Malaquais 
5/6: Editorial Wild Oats Mark Twain 
5/-; Extracts from Adam's Diary Mark 
Twain 5/-; Democracy in Crisis (1933!) 
Harold J. Laski 6/-; The Twilight of 
World Capitalism William Z. Foster 3/-; 
Skin for Skin and The Verdict of Bridle
goose Llewellyn Powys 6/-; Fanfare for 
Freethoughf Bayard Simmons 3/6; Litera
ture of the Graveyard Roger Garaudy 
3/-; The Night of the Snowstorm Wang 
Wen-Shih 2/6: Money-Power and Human 
Life Fred Henderson 3/-; Public Speak
ing Richard Acland 3/-; Towards a 
Socialist Agriculture (cd.) F. W. Bateson 
2/6: The Means to Full Employment 
G. D. H. Cole 3/-.

Church of England schools, 
result legislation was achieved 
which allowed a compromise solu
tion which satisfied them.

In contrast to the attitude which 
accepts authority, but protests when 
it goes too far, anarchists attack the 
idea that government, the system 
whereby a few people seize or are 
invested with the power to take 
decisions involving the lives of mil
lions, or thousands of millions in

loudspeaker equipment is essential and 
very urgently needed.

We therefore appeal to ail who sup
port us in our work, to help us practi
cally by sending us money to enable us 
to obtain this equipment. Please 9cnd 
whatever you can to the Treasurer of 
the Industrial Sub-Committee, Bro. Peter 
Turner (A.S.W.), at: 9, South Block,

accurate information of the effects and 
implications of nuclear testing and nu
clear war, information denied to them 
by the press, radio and television. We 
are finding increasingly that, when offi
cially-sponsored ignorance is countered 
with facts, active support is rapidly 
forthcoming. All this work is expensive 
to carry on To expand our work, as 
we must, we need money as well as 
personal support.

In particular wc immediately need 
loudspeaker equipment so that Richard 
Headicar and other speakers can make 
sure of really successful factory-gate 
meetings. These are already proving 
successful and their effectiveness will 
soon be seen in the form of further 
support from industrial workers. But 
factory gates and building sites are not 
the quietest places. Good amplification

the case of war. is ever a beneficial 
institution. Consequently the objec
tion often raised by legalistic social
ists, and often by supporters of 
CND. that to encourage illegal acti
vities in support of nuclear disarma
ment will lead to an all-round de
valuation of respect for the law is 
meaningless, because we do not 
imagine that our welfare or our 
liberties are based on submission 
to authorities, either parliamentary 
or judicial, but on the naturally 
social behaviour of the overwhelm
ing majority of people, often in the 
face of circumstances in which it 
would be greatly to their immediate 
advantage if they were anti-social, 
and to the exercise of our freedom 
in the face of governmental prohi
bition. Whereas a government may 
build a dam, or release conscient
ious objectors, in response to acts 
of protest by its citizens (although 
neither of these have yet been car
ried out by the governments of Italy 
and France), it cannot, if it is to 
remain a government, give up the 
armaments with which it defends 
itself against other states or the 
secret police methods with which it 
defends itself against its critics 
within. Although it may at times 
be in the state's economic or politi
cal interest to effect, for instance, 
a certain measure of disarmament, 
it will never do this out of ethical 
or moral considerations, and as in 
Russia or America recently.

one realises that such ideas are im
portant and has a vague idea of 
what the above phrases would 
mean. The Committee has carried 
out certain tasks for which it was 
founded, and in one sense it ought 
to be able to dissolve, leaving its 
workers confident that other, simi
lar committees would spring up to 
carry out similar work as the need 
arose. We are all afraid of it dis
solving, or even worse of dying 
away, because of a fear that the 
movement of protest and direct 
action which has found its expres
sion in the sit downs is not suffi
ciently soundly based to remain co
herent and alive without the abstract 
figurehead at the top.

The dilemma of the Committee of 
100 movement, which involves its 
anarchist supporters as much as 
everyone else is that it has launched 
an attack from the top of a tower 
(failed to achieve its object, if that 
was to secure nuclear disarmament), 
and now looks back and finds its 
foundations rather insecure, due to 
the absence of a broadly based 
movement which consciously rejects 
government and authoritarian re-' 
lationships in social ventures, and 
would form a natural basis from 
which specific anti-authoritarian 
attacks on the state, whether con
cerned with matters of international 
politics and local questions, would 
spring.’ This would in fact be an 
anarchist movement, and in saying 
that we are not joining the canvas
sers of the left-wing political parties 

, “join us and everything 
will come right”, but simply using 
the appropriate name for a move
ment which sees social revolution in 
terms of the people taking power 
from the state and running their 
own lives in free co-operation, 
rather than in terms of taking over 
state power to run other people’s 
lives for them, as a government.

The way forward for the Com
mittee does not lie so much in what 
the Committe as a body decides, but 
in what each of its members and 
supporters decides. The broaden
ing of its basis cannot come as an 
administrative decision, but as a set 
of personal decisions that the lessons

NEW BOOKS
Life at the Top John Braine 18/-
Brendan Behan's Island: 
an Irish Sketchbook
Brendan Behan and Paul Hogarth 25/- 

Officer Factors Hans Helmut Kirst 25/-

REPRINTS AND CHEAP EDITIONS
Leviathen Thomas Hobbes 7/6

Freedom Bookshop
(Open 2 p.m.—5.30 p.m. daily;
10 a.m.—1 p.m. Thursday®;
10 a.m.—5 p.m. Saturdays). 
17a MAXWELL ROAD
FULHAM SW6 Tel: REN 3736

TN discussions on the activities of
1 the nuclear disarmament move
ment. the terms ‘civil disobedience' 
and ‘direct action' are used almost 
interchangeably. However, despite 
the fact 'that both terms are often 
used loosely without their precise 
implications being realised, they re
present concepts which develop out 
of quite different basic sets of ideas.

These differences have not really 
been examined thoroughly in the 
current series of discussions on the 
future activities of the Committee 
of 100 and its supporters, but they 
are important, just as is the differ
ence between those for whom non
violence is a basic principle, and 
those for whom it is a matter of 
tactics; a difference discussed by
Peter Cadogan in Anarchy 20.

Civil Disobedience, as an idea, 
only makes sense when it comes 
from someone who is generally 
highly obedient to the civil authori
ties. To the writer, it conjures up 
a vision of a middle-aged, rather 
conservative Quaker, after a long 
period of conscientious agony, 
coming to the conclusion that the 
state, which he or she has regarded 
with respect if not reverence, has 
done something so atrocious that 
the self-respecting citizen can no 
longer remain silent, but must lake 
some dramatic action. I-----
breaking the law.

This particular approach played which law

suppiy and equip those who use them. 
When they no longer accept to do so, 
the politicians will have to fight their 
own wars'. 

Our work consists in helping support
ers in factories to form groups, in hold
ing regular dock-gate and factory-gate 
meetings and meetings on building sites 
and outside power stations. One of the
most important tasks is to give workers Peabody Estate, Lawrence Street Lon-
accurate information of the effects and don, S.W.3. All monies received will

be acknowledged.
Yours fraternally, 

Ken Weller (A.E.U.), Edwin Berry, 
A.Sc.W.), Mike Wright (NUPB&PW). 
Peter Turner (A.S.W.), Colin Seal 
(T.G.W.U.), Fred Morel (N.A.S.D.U), 
John Lane (N.U.R.) Bill Christopher 
(NATSOPA).

critical examination, to prevent
(hem becoming burdensome.

Now the religious approach to 
civil disobedience is largely an ap
peal to the authority, which the 
protester regards as being funda
mentally justified in its existence.
It is a ver>' personal action in that 
he often does not wish for mass 
following, since that might distract 
attention from his own commitment, 
and result in its ideological dilution.
The appeal of civil disobedience, 
as well as to the authority, who 
are being challenged with the posi
tion that if they persist in their 
course they will have to keep on 
imprisoning some of their valuable 
and respected citizens, is to other 
people of the same social and 
economic standing as the person 
making the protest. For this reason 
his normal law abiding nature is 
vital, the more respectable the 
better, and it becomes important to 
dissociate from such people as beat
niks and agitators.

One consequence of this is that 
since the important thing is to break 
the law, openly and publicly, it is 
not always of such great importance 

_____ / is broken. Sitting down, 
gathering in a forbidden area, re
fusing military service or withhold
ing tax can be equally effective ways 
of getting in front of the magistrate. 
Sitting in front of an air base is 
regarded as a symbolic act, in that
it symbolises the crisis that has Russia or America recently, will 
arisen in the relations between the have the power to recall as many 

soldiers as are needed for the pur- 
j by poses of any given international 

situation.
Since government is not based on 

, agreement, ethics or 
morals, but on force, it is no use 
challenging it in those terms, on 

elements of questions which are vital to its con
tinued existence and not just mar
ginal issues. What is more, and this 
is relevant to some of the discussion 

Further, if this article is on the going on amongst supporters of the 
whole an advocacy of a different Committee of 100, it is not very 
outlook and emphasis in direct
action and illegal demonstrations, it 
implies no lack of respect for people 
who hold the views outlined above.
For one thing they have provided a
powerful driving force in the inspir
ing demonstrations against the 
nuclear state which have been a
feature of the past two years, for from the parties in that it was about 
another, the fact that someone is ■

and incidently been highly receptive 
to anarchist ideas. The relatively 
large-scale support for the Com
mittee of 100 did not come from the 
deeply moralistic civil disobeyers, 
as could be seen by the overwhelm
ing proportions who cheerfully paid 
up their fines, but it came from 
people for whom civil disobedience, 
or any form of activity that deman
ded and offered more than the tradi
tional, was a necessary final resort, 
called for by the ultimate horror of 
the state's readiness to use the 
H-bomb.

The result is a movement which 
is committed to the logical con
clusion of an anarchist approach to 
the state, the opposition to its mili
tary power, but not to the root and 
branch attack on government at all 
levels which is necessary if people 
are ever to deprive the state of its 
power in society, including its power 
of destruction in war. This is not 
a criticism of the Committee or its 
supporters. It is inevitable and 
natural that people's minds and 
feelings should be jolted into a 
realisation of what government is 
about by a dramatic threat or event, 
such as an H-bomb test, rather than 
by the little oppressions in work 
and life with which we in Western
Europe are faced, and the more saying

those who still support the Com
mittee of 100 after its two years of 
succeses and failures; direct action 
aimed not at correcting an abuse of

Committee of 100 authority, but in getting rid of it.

effective to attack the state solely 
on one major issue.

The movement which gave rise 
to the Committee of 100 
of the cross fertilization of ideas

a big role in the early days of 
Operation Gandhi and the Direct 
Action Committee, and was trans
mitted to the Committee of 100 on 
its foundation. However, after two 
years of Committee activity, as 
contributors to Peace News have 
pointed out, the nuclear disarma
ment movement is very different to 
what it was. both in ideology and 
composition and some of the philo
sophical ideas handed down from 
the founders need subjecting to

s last 12 months (and 
— after more than five years), the 
campaign against nuclear weapons in 
Britain is beginning to turn towards the 
working class. This turn has already 
met with certain successes. The Cam
paign Caravan has resulted in 22 new 
CND factory groups. Emphasis was 
placed on industrial action at the last 
CND Conference. And there is in
creasing support for demonstrations by 
individual industrial workers. Already, 
as a result, we have seen the first signs 
of industrial action directed against the 
Bomb. Workers directly involved have 
refused to handle cargoes destined for 
nuclear weapons establishments. Other 
workers have held token strikes. This 
is the beginning. It is by such methods 
that a truly effective attack on the War
fare State will finally build up.

More and more people are coming 
to realize the importance of working 
class action in freeing Britain—and 
finally the world—from the Bomb. It 
is to these ends that the Industrial Sub
Committee of the Committee of 100 is 
working. Our first leaflet laid open the 
road when it stated: ‘Workers make the 
weapons of mass destruction, transport 
them, handle them, install them. They

El
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vicious oppressions and hunger of
other people in distant lands. How
ever, in the writer's opinion, many
of the difficulties which face sup
porters of the Committee are due to
the fact that it arose as a movement
concerned with a single issue, and
is now realising that opposition to
the bomb implies opposition to the
state, and that in its turn implies a
whole set of anti-authoritarian atti
tudes and activities which do not
always fit in easily with the organi
sational structure and the philo
sophy of action which has been
evolved by the Committee on its
sinsle issue.w

One of the strange features of of the sit downs and the anti-bomb
P.P.U. pacifism has been the way in struggle are worth putting into prac- 
which pacifism and non-violence,

grew out ideas which are relevant to war,
peace and international affairs be-

between the broadly based, rather come stretched to involve other
politically-minded anti-bomb move- things and one gets for example, that is consistent with the spirit of 
ment of CND, which was different blueprints for pacifist education,

pacifist economics and so on. It
a topic on which people felt deeply would be still more difficult to build 

prepared to deny the state complete concerned, and the dedicated non- up coherent “Committee of 1 
power, that there is a body of violent, i “ 
people who regard their own opin
ions, reason or consciences as being 
ultimately of greater importance
than the government or the major
ity, is always a thorn in the govern
ment's side, and a factor which
limits the power of authority, and 
lastly the person who resists one 
law today may find his attitude 
developing into an opposition to all
laws later on.

However, civil disobedience as
such is peculiarly suited to protest
actions which only need to be made £)UR,NG the
once, or several times over a short
period, and in which it is conceiv
able that the state could bring in
some reform to quieten the opposi
tion of its opponents. For instance
the recent fasts by Louis Lecoin
and Danilo Dolci have been design
ed to bring pressure to bear on the
governments of France and Italy to
introduce laws which are quite com
mon among the less reactionary
governments of Europe. At the be
ginning of this century non-confor
mist ministers refused to pay rates
that would go to the support of
Church of England schools. As a

or a

3
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THAT the United States has a 
large financial finger in the 

Common Market pie is revealed by 
figures published last week of pro
duction of goods by American con
trolled manufacturing companies 
outside the United States during

Production increased by
£700nt over 1960 to a total of 
£7,000m. An AP report from Wash
ington states that:

Since 1957, when these figures 
were first collected by the depart
ment, foreign production by 
United States manufacturing firms 
has increased 40 per cent.

The output of manufactured 
goods by American companies in 
Europe reached $10,700,000,000

C.H. MAKES two further sweep
ing statements which we 

imagine we are not alone in reject
ing. The first is when he writes:

A negative *no-change’ attitude, 
whether one likes it or not, is a positive 
declaration of Britain First and a pro
clamation that we want to keep to our
selves rather than merge with others.

This is utter nonsense’ If we 
follow C.H.’s logic then the fact 
that at the next general elections, 
anarchists will not vote either for 
the liberal or labour partie leaves 
us open to the charge that we are 
in favour of keeping the Tories in 
office! Perhaps this is C.H.'s point 
of view, in which case we should 
point out to him that while most 
anarchists do not believe in the “all 
or nothing” approach, neither do 
we confuse change with progress as 
we understand it. Change for the 
sake of replacing one set of rulers 
for another, or of playing the game 
of one bunch of monolopists in 
their struggle against another is not 
our idea of progress. The kind of 
action, or change, which is to our 
minds worthwhile is that which re
duces the power of the Executive 
and places the burden of responsi-

[£3,600m] in 1961 compared with 
$9,300,000,000 (£3.100m] in I960, 
and representing an increase of 
70 per cent over 1957. Large 
gains were reported in the produc
tion of chemicals, food and mach
inery, but automobile sales were 
down.

Strong sales showed up in 
chemicals, primary and fabricated 
metals and electrical machinery 
in Latin America, raising produc
tion in that area by American- 
con t r o 11 e d companies to 
S3,800
pared with $3,200,000,000 
[£ 1,070m] the year before. Sales 
in Canada remained unchanged at

form of organisation for production is 
that which not only satisfies the needs 
of the consumers but also recognises 
that those so engaged are human, re
sponsible members of the community.

★
IN, the second part of his article

Comrade C.H. after ironically 
drawing attention to our “slight 
omission” asks “What would then 
bo the advantages of Britain join
ing?” (Incidentally, we will not 
follow our correspondent and accuse 
him of insularity, or “Britishness”!) 
We have carefully read his argu
ments but cannot find the answer to 
his question, apart from where he 
says that by joining the workers of 
this country will maintain their pre 
sent standard of living. What evi
dence has he that by not joining, 
their standards of living will deter
iorate?

His pro-market arguments can be 
summarised as follows: (1) that 
they will “contribute towards end
ing the worst extremes of poverty 
in Europe and stabilising living 
standards for the ‘masses’ at a com
fortable level”; (2) that the “newly 
prosperous workers” in the Com
mon Market and their unions “have 
achieved more bargaining power, 
more political power and more 
economic power relative to their 
employers and their governments”; 
(3) the emerging hegemony of tech
nology, science and the managerial 
class.

The future pattern of capitalism, from 
the evidence of today, will be in the 
hands of ‘experts' rather than profit- 
obsessed competitors and financiers, 
controlled by the mechanisms of con
sumption, employment and maintaining

part they must play in achieving it . . . 
If wc are not mistaken, the tendency 
of the Common Market will be to boost 
the largest industrial concerns at the ex
pense of the smaller units of production. 
Without having any illusions about the 
latter, we cannot help feeling that steps 
towards concentration are steps in the 
wrong direction so far as we are con
cerned. And can we not make this clear 
without falling into the arms of the 
small capitalists who oppose the Com
mon Market because they fear elimina
tion, or at best, absorption by the hun
gry combines? After all we have always 
been opposed to both.

Far from suggesting that Mono
poly is not a dominating feature of 
British capitalism, we have used 
every opportunity, such as the rash 
of take-over bids, to underline the 
fact. We would especially refer our 
correspondent to the article on “Un
free Enterprise: Monopoly, Indivi
dualism or Co-operation” (Freedom 
20/1/62) which apart from opening 
with the sentence “We are always 
pointing out that the capitalist 
economy is monopolistic, and that 
all this talk about free enterprise, 
and the stimulation of competition 
is just a lot of talk with no basis 
in fact”, warns against the dangers 
of imagining that a nation of small 
shopkeepers, small manufacturers, 
__________ __ . “individualists” 
are on the side of change and revo
lution. In that article we went as 
far as recognising that

the growth of the huge impersonal 
corporations tends to unite the ordin
ary people in a way which ‘individualist 
capitalism* did not. It seems clear to 
us that the potential power of say the 
workers in Ford's factory is a thousand 
times greater than that of their grand
fathers who were engaged in workshops 
employing fifteen or twenty hands.

But we went on to add, and with 
this quotation we leave readers to 
judge for themselves the objectivity 
of C.H.’s attack:

That the growing concentration of 
production—and the consequent growth 
of centralised workers' organisations— 
tends to dehumanise, depersonalise, those 
engaged in industry, agriculture and 
public services is equally true. Anar
chists must expose the growing central
isation of production, control, finance, 
power in their propaganda since the 
government is always talking about 
free enterprise”, “property owing de

mocracy’ 'as being the laudable charac
teristics of our "free democracies" which 
distinguish them from the totalitarian 
countries. But we should be careful to 
champion, or offer, as the alternative, 
a nation of workshops, smallholders and 
shopkeepers. Their “rugged indepen
dence” is as retrograde as the mono
polists’ world is impersonal. For us. 
the only alternative to monopoly is co
operation. And the only acceptable

should consider themselves in a 
state of permanent war against those 
who control the wealth of the 
nation. If we are revolutionaries, 
in fact as well as words, our aim 
should be to bring about the col
lapse of the financial system but 
without a collapse of the economy! 
The crisis, which resulted in the 
Jarrow hunger marches to which 
our correspondent refers, was a 
crisis of capitalism, and if the Jar
row marchers and the 3 million un
employed and their families in this 
country, and the millions of hungry 
victims of capitalism in Europe and 
America had shown a little less re
spect for the Law and had instead 
taken over the uncultivated land 
and had occupied the “silent factor
ies” to produce the necessities of 
life, it is not outside the realms of 
possibility that the 1939 world war 
would have been avoided, and we 
would be living in a quite different 
world today. But so long as the 
initiative remains in the hands of 
the privileged minority no change 
can be in the interests of the word
ing majority.

The Common Market is the 
dream-child of politicians for whom 
the abolition of the capitalist system 
would be a nightmare; the Treaty 
of Rome “prohibits, as being in
compatible with the Common Mar
ket, all agreements between firms, 
decisions made by trade associa
tions, and concerted practices which 
can affect trade between members 
and which aim at or result in pre
venting, restraining or distorting 
competition within the Common 
Market” But if, as one is led to 
believe by the supporters of the 
Common Market, everything is rosy, 
and that the spirit of one for all and 
all for one prevails among the Six- 
Musketeers, why then these Rules 
for Competition in the Treaty. In
deed. why competition at all?

ure”.
ism”

D E ADE RS who were disappointed 
■*** with the ganging-up on Colin Ward 
when he valiantly attempted to explain 
what it was all about on the BBC Home 
Service will find that the BBC has made 
some amends in A Dialogue on Anarchy 
by Maurice Cranston, which is to be 
repeated on the Third Programme on 
October 21st.

This production which is a continua
tion of a series featuring dialogues be
tween famous men. previous program
mes have had conversations between 
Edmund Burke and Thomas Paine. 
Locke and John Stuart Mill. The pro
grammes seem to be a continuation of 
the old series Imaginary Conversations, 
although in this case the dialogues draw 
largely upon the actual words of the 
subjects and have a central theme around 
which the discussion revolves.

The programme lasts for an hour, and 
although some time seems, to the initia
ted. wasted in 'placing' the background 
of the scene and characters, ample scope 
is given to the anarchist position, indeed 
there was a feeling that the programme 
was Unfair to Marx. Marx was handled 
with competence by Marius Goring, and 
Meier Telznicker with a delightful Rus
sian accent made Bakunin seem more 
attractive and reasonable than he pro
bably was. A line to the effect "Para
doxes 1 don't mind Marx, but this is a 
contradiction!” had about it more Telz
nicker than Bakunin.

Particularly apposite to the occasion 
of the first hearing (the day of the rail
way strike) was the question by Marx, 
"In the free society who will see to the 
railways and stop people getting on the 
lines?" with Bakunin's answer that in 
Marx's society engine drivers would still 
be under the authority of cigar-smoking 
bureaucrats travelling first-class.

The BBC. for once, are to be con
gratulated, and Maurice Cranston espec
ially thanked for a good script.

JR

companies
■000.000 [£ 1,300m] com- 

with

kind for the retention of colonial
ism?

We do not “hope for the complete 
collapse of the British economy”. 
In his first paragraph C.H. quotes 
our statement “We must eat not 
only on the day before the revolu
tion but on the day after”—which 
we quoted verbatim from Malatesta 
—and if this has any meaning it is 
that the production of the necessities 
of life cannot be interrupted unless 
one's aim is to smother the revolu
tion (as for example the deliberate 
walk-out by the Belgians in the 
Congo and the French in Algeria). 
If C.H. takes the trouble to consult 
(he files of Freedom, he will see 
that what we have said repeatedly, 
is that there is a possibility of a 
revolutionary situation (as well as 
war) as a result of a major financial 
crisis, and that workers should not 
be expected to co-operate with the 
industrialists and ruling class to 
solve these crises: on the contrary. • 
because they are denied (he right to 
dispose of the product of their 
labour, or have free access to the 
means of production, workers

THE second statement by C.H. 
. which we challenge is the last 

paragraph of his article which 
reads:

The last word among anarchists may 
well be with those comrades who lightly 
put forward the hope that the complete 
collapse of the British economy will give 
rise to a revolutionary situation that 
will create the dawn of an anarchist 
society. They are overlooking the 
historical precedent, however, that the 
decline of an imperial capitalist state 
leads to Jarrow hunger marches, an 
awful silence in the factories and the 
workshops and. finally, the probability 
of a Hitler-type dictatorship.

Clearly, our correspondent wants 
the best of both worlds. He attacks, 
on the one hand those who advocate 
an economic policy of self-suffici
ency for every country where this 
is possible, and on the other those 
who “lightly put forward the hope 
that the complete collapse of the 
British economy will give rise to a 
revolutionary situation ...” Not 
only that; his final sentence, which 
apart from being a complete tra
vesty of the facts, is surely an 
apologia of the most reactionary

bility and initiative on the people. 
This is not revolution, but it is a 
step in the right direction. We 
oppose the Common Market and 
the Treaty of Rome because far 
from resulting in a decentralisation 
of power they seek to concentrate 
political and economic power in 
ever fewer hands. C.H. will argue 
that the trend is for capitalism to 
be in the hands of the “experts” 
rather than “profit-obsessed com
petitors and financiers. We disagree 
on the evidence available, but even 
assuming he is right does this radi
cally change the problem, or the 
description of the Common Market 
as put forward in the editorial he 
selected for his attack?

The only ‘‘unity” one can expect from 
the Common Market is that of a huge 
Monopoly which regulates every moment 
in the lives of millions of human 
beings. A kind of Russia without the 
pretence of abolishing the capitalist 
system or the promise of the State 
withering away” in due course! So 

without having illusions about the indi
vidual nations as we know them now, 
is not a European "unity" imposed from 
above an important step in the wrong 
direction, a case of jumping out of the 
frying pan into the fire ?

The long contribution from our
comrade C.H. to the discussion

of the “burning” topic of the Com
mon Market published in Freedom
last week, can most conveniently be
divided into two parts; the first is
an attack on the alleged arguments
contained in a recent editorial on
the subject (‘No Reason for Silence’
1/9/62); the second part purports
to present “the advantages of join
ing the Common Market”.

eginning with the title, which
our comrade himself gave to his
article “For Queen and Country /
he seeks to demonstrate that our
whole approach is more than tinged
with an insularity, a “Britishness
which “must have provoked gasps
from continental comrades”. He
further alleges that we soft-pedalled
the capitalist system in this country,
so much so that he assumed from
what we wrote that monopolistic
conditions did not prevail in Britain
as elsewhere, and “that there was
no great concentration of wealth or
power”; we are also alleged to have
raised hopes of a “decentralised
economy in the hands of British
workers” in “the foreseeable fut-

Furthermore our “national-
is put forward in “the guise

of a plea for every country to *Smallholders and 
produce as much food as possible.
irrespective of the consequences of
the reality of capitalism as it is to
day, of the stocks already rotting
in the storehouses of the U.S.A
Canada, and Australia”.

★
do not propose to defend our
selves at length from such

wild accusations—we invite inter
ested readers to consult not only the
editorial in question but a file of
Freedom for the current year, to
decide for themselves whether there
is any substance to our correspon
dent’s arguments. But for the sake
of new readers and to clear the way
for serious discussion, we cannot
allow these allegations to pass un
challenged.

In the first paragraph of the
offending” editorial we wrote:
Surely anarchist propagandists

must oppose both European prefer
ence as well as Commonwealth pre
ference”. In the second paragraph
we wrote: —

It is our opinion that the concentra
tion of the wealth and productive re
sources of these countries in ever fewer 
hands increases the overwhelming power
that the class of managers, financiers
and technicians already possess, thus 
making it ever more difficult.to put over,
and convince workers, of the practica
bility of decentralised control, and the

The US Finger in the 
Common Market Pie

a certain bourgeois equilibrium rather 
than being under the domination of 
opportunistic political parties. And this 
will apply to Britain in or out of the 
Market.
(4) “The emergence of ‘rational’ 
capitalism as distinct from ‘irra
tional’ capitalism to which we are 
at present submitting” and (5) the 
“submergence” of politics “as we 
have known them” by economic 
realities; (6) A “Europe without 
frontiers, despite all the talk of 
capitalism making it a worthless 
illusion, is an advance in the break
ing down of barriers that separate 
man from man.” (7) “A Europe 
without political parties and served 
by non-national ‘experts' planning 
production and consumption is a 
step towards the end of govern
ments.

And our comrade concludes:
In this brief summary of possible ad

vantages one cannot offer them as imme
diate encouragement to the anarchist. 
But one can ask, as citizens and wage
slaves of Britain Now, whether Europe 
offers more hope of a classless society, 
freedom from politics, from nationalism, 
from poverty, from the insularity and 
snobbery that has rightly been called the 
pox Britannica....

Must we again repeat that the 
alternative is not between (what we 
also think has been rightly called) 
the pox Britannica and the Common 
Market, whose mission as we under
stand it, is to consolidate the capi
talist system. None of the “advan
tages” enumerated by C.H. are 
substantiated with facts or even 
trends. If, after reflection, he de
nies our contention, we will gladly 
present our evidence to disprove all 
seven of his arguments.
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OFF-CENTRE
DISCUSSION MEETINGS
1st Thursday of each month at 8 p.m. at 
Jack and Mary Stevenson’s, 6 Stainton 
Road, Enfield, Middx.
1st Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m. 
at Colin Ward’s, 33 Elierby Street, 
Fulham, S.W.6.
2nd Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m. 
at Morris Bradley’s, 15 Pyrland Road, 
Newington Green, N.5.
Last Wednesday of each month at 8 p.m. 
Tom Barnes’, Albion Cottage, Fortis 
Green, N.2. (3rd door past Tudor Hotel). 
3rd Tuesday at Brian and Doris Lelie’s, 
242 Amesbury Avenue, S.W.2 (Streatham 
Hill, Nr. Station).
3rd Friday of each month at 8 p.m. at 
Donald & Irene Rooum’s, 148a Fellows 
Road. Swiss Cottage, N.W.3.
Please note that the metings at Fellows 
Road, N.W.3 are now on the third 
Friday, not the third Wednesday as 
hitherto. Next meeting 19 October.
Notting Hill Anarchist Group (Dis
cussion Group)
Last Friday of the month, at Brian and 
Margaret Hart’s, 57 Ladbroke Road, 
(near Notting Hill Station), W.ll.

Freudian Slip P
The Editors, Freedom, 
Dear Comrades,

I don't think it's necessary to cata
logue the printing lapses in my article 
on the Common Market, but who is 
responsible for the Freudian one in:

Like Mr. Gaitskell. however, though 
unfortunately not with elections in 
mind, the anarchist as well as the 
socialist has to come off the fence. . . 

Yours.
attack were made. A West German fell 
into a canal when drunk and explained 
that he had jumped from a moving 
train from East Berlin on to a bridge 
and thence into the canal. For a while 
his story was believed. . . .

Commander Walter Schirra was 
launched for five and three-quarter 
orbits of the earth in Sigma 7 from 
Cape Canaveral. Pope John XXIII 
broke two records, by being the first 
pope to travel by train for a century 
and for the same period being the first 
pope to leave the province of Rome. 
British railway travellers were however, 
strike-bound on Wednesday and either 
didn't leave home on Wednesday, or 
stayed in. or around their work-places. 
This strike was called as a proJest 
against the too-swift redundancy policies 
of Dr. Beeching's for railway workshops. 
Neither his recall from holiday, nor the 
intervention of Mr. Marples (his boss) 
via the goggle-box served to avert the 
strike nor make for less redundancy. A 
youth, train spotting, observed that the 
London-Sheffield ‘Master-Cutler’ train 
had an over-heated fitting, dangerously 
near the fuel tank: he reported it and 
was suitably rewarded by Sheffield 
businessmen: he was rewarded by the 
Transport Commission with a letter of 
thanks and a booklet on "Careers on 
British Railways". . . .

gRETON peasants threatened with 
increased rail charges for the 

transport of their produce to the 
markets used a little direct action 
with success, last week. Nine trains 
were held up in the Department of 
Finisterre in the extreme N.W. by

holding back. China could theoretically 
explode a device next year, India is 
buying an option" to develop weapons, 

Canada could develop weapons but has 
deliberately refrained. Sweden and 
Switzerland both possess necessary skills, 
Israel is building a reactor which could 
supply plutonium, Germany has ample 
resources to develop an independent 
nuclear force but is formally committed 
to refrain from doing so. The County 
Analyst of Lancashire has found stron
tium 90 in samples of certain cereal
based infant foods. West German scien
tists have sent a memorandum to the 
Federal Government stating that effective 
civil defence against nuclear weapons 
used indiscriminately against the popu
lation by an enemy, is impossible. Any 
talk of effective defence merely encour
ages a false sense of security among the 
population. On the other hand any 
reasonable opportunity of saving human 
life should not be ignored. Brentford 
and Chiswick Council have assured the 
local CND that Civil Defence arrange
ments in the borough are satisfactory. 
Hammersmith Civil Defence ordered 
CND supporters out of their Garden 
Fete because they had picketted and 
handed out leaflets, they said. "We have 
come along to see what the borough is 
doing for Civil Defence . . . we are not 
impressed by what we have seen." One 
of the Civil Defence officials commented. 
The trouble with these people is that 

they are all right now but if the bomb 
drops they will be the first inside the 
shelters". . . .

The journal Kommunist complains that 
(forty-five years after the Revolution) it 
is difficult to convince Russians that 
private property owners are a potential 
danger to society. A political commen
tator in the Polish Communist press is 
in disgrace for leading an "erratic life". 
Brian Poliitt. president of Cambridge 
Union worked for a fortnight of his 
vacation helping with the grain harvest 
in the V irgin Lands of Russia. Russia 
has agreed to lease to Finland the half 
of the Saimaa Canal captured b\ the 
Russians from Finland during the war. 
According to Emanuel Litvinoff in the 
Guardian Batya Rezmitskv. who was 
ordered to be shot for currency specu
lation. last February, was a Lithuanian 
Jewess whose children were shot bx the 
Nazis., She was sheltered by Lithuanians 
until the Russian advance; in 1946 she 
attempted with a party of 45 Jews to 
escape into Poland en route to Israel 
She was caught and sentenced to five 
years in Siberia. She served her sen- • 
tence and still wished to emigrate to 
Israel. She was implicated in a currencx 
charge and was sentenced to death. She 
replied to the accusation that she tried 
to illegally leave the Soviet Union that 
she had not wished to remain in a 
country where hate-mongers and poc- 
romists enjoyed immunity and where the 
murderers of Jews were treated leniently 
or allowed to walk in freedom. Scien
tists at Tomsk in Siberia, claim that pigs 
and hens are better farm products if 
they drink melted snoxx instead of water. 
The MVD (formerly NKVD, late 
OGPU and before that. Ochrana) has 
changed its name from the Ministry of 
Internal Affairs to the Ministry of Pub
lic Law and Order according to a decree 
of the Supreme Soviet of the Russian 
Federation. A letter in Izvestia called 
for a purge of people who write anony
mous letters denouncing their neigh
bours. An eight-man delegation from 
the British Coke Research Association 
visited Russia. . . .

tractors, trucks and private cars 
which were driven on to the track 
at dawn in what has been described 
as a “well-planned operation”. 
According to the Guardian's corres
pondent

The peasants are not alone in their 
revolt against the Government; they 
have been joined by almost all the im
portant sectors of the community— 
the fishermen, the shopkeepers, 
owners of small motor industries, and 
the intellectuals—to protest against the 
increased charges for freight which 
due to be introduced by October I.

An association named by its initials 
as CELIB (Liaison Committee for the 
Study of Breton Interests) has been 
formed to group the grievances of 
Finisterre. Morbihan. Cdtes-du-Nord. 
and Ille-et-Vilaine, and it was this body

Z.S

in the next Congress of tight controls on 
fed grain and dairy production. Many 
farm experts therefore felt that it could 
be a significant first step toward solution 
of the farm-surplus problem.

★

•Holland, traditionally the liberal and 
Protestant fortress, is now seriously 
threatened by the growth of (he Catho
lic population in her southern pro
vinces.

tHearing the exclamation "Scum!” in 
English female accents on top of a 
Paddington bus this afternoon 1 anti
cipated another anti-colour outburst. 
The bus xvas full of Nego workers. 
But the next xvords were, “You ought 
to go back Io Italy where you belong!

+ I
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'JTTOSE who prattle about afflunce 
and the prosperity that flows 

from the industrialisation of back
ward countries, etc., should ponder 
over the hard facts issued by the 
United Nations Food and Agricul
ture Organisation. Last year there 
were 52 million more mouths to 
feed in the world, but food produc
tion showed no increase on the pre
vious year. The bad weather was 
blamed for the shortage but the fact 
is that increases in production per 
head of population was larger in 
the more developed parts of the 
world than for the underdeveloped 
regions. In the developed areas, 
acreage is being reduced and pro
ductivity increased; in the under
developed areas production is in
creasing slowly not only because 
they lack the means to make the 
land more productive, but because 
large numbers of land workers arc 
finding more profitable jobs in the 
developing industrial areas. If the 
present lunacy prevails more and 
more workers will be leaving the 
land; more and more machines will 
be produced and less and less food 
will be available to feed the ever
growing number of hungry mouths. 
Left to “free enterprise” capital de
velopment will invariably be direc
ted to industry, at the expense of 
agriculture, because it is more profit
able.

Ill*

Vol 
Vol 
Vol 
Vol 
Vol

Empire, another 
xvas.f It was this 

after all, that produced Adolf

A Spanish military tribunal sentenced 
one Spaniard to death and two others 
to life imprisonment tor terrorist 
activities in Barcelona. Italians kid
napped and later released the Spanish 
vice-consul in Milan to draw European 
public attention to what is going on in 
Spain. . . .
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of Pisa and 
i (here is a danger 
wog” (Dr. No?) will 

run away with the Mona Lisa if Mosley 
and his merry men are not on the alert. 
The place of the Jews in the New 
Europe will doubtless be taken by all 
those of non-European descent, thus 
playing right into the hands of African 
and Asian chauvinists and racists, who 
would be only too glad of a chance to 
denounce all xvhite people as enemies. 

Another force that will seek to exploit 
the situation xvill be the Roman Catholic 
Church. This organisation has not much 
use for anti-colour racism, it is true, 
though its record in the matter of anti
semitism is more dubious. However it 
does desire a united Europe, united 
under Rome of Course. 1 am sufficiently 
old-fashioned to believe that the Refor
mation xvas a benefit on the whole. 1 
should not very much like to see the 
countries of Northern Europe brought 
again xvithin the Roman orbit.* It is 
true I suppose, as C.H. says, that as 
people become more prosperous the hold 
clericalism has over them diminishes, 
but a good deal of the poxver of the 
Catholic Church is based upon the 

pressure group of ardent believers 
xvho are able to work themselves into 
positions of influence. Avro Manhattan 
writes on this subject in The Catholic 
Church Against the Twentieth Century. 
These sort of fanatics xvill exist in any 
sort of authoritarian society, however 
prosperous. Machines and prosperity 
do not necessarily end superstition, as 
used to be believed, though they may 
change the form superstition may take. 
The rise of Nazism took place in a 
society suffering from slump, nexerthe- 
less it xvas a modern, mechanised, pro
gressive, educated, technically efficient 
society, that one could hardly believe 
would so suddenly become xvorse than 
medieval. But it did. Therefore one 
cannot simply rely upon modernity to 
do away with the power of superstition 
and irrationalism.

As an anarchist, as a human being 
indeed. I xvant to see a united world. 
But a forced unitx' will cet us noxvhere. *
How people hate each other xvhen 
forced together by economic or political
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The Guardian" on Wednesdax carried w 
the headline "Police forbid Indian 
fist to tear down Berlin Wall”, 
ever, the day before, a West Berliner 
ripped down a section of the wall with 
his bare hands making a hole about 
tour feet square, there was no reaction 
from the East Berlin police but the 
West Berlin police temporarily detained 
him. The Indian pacifist’s attack was 
a symbolic act to mark Gandhi’s birth
day. The Berlin Senator in charge of 
police pointed out that he was respon
sible for maintaining public safety and 
this would be endangered if any open

good Europeans". Meaningless phrase! 
What have the different European 
nations in common? The English are 
as different from the French as either 
are from the Chinese. If one can be 
a good European, one could equally 
logically be a good Earthman, why not? 

So what will happen? We shall be 
deluged with a lot of sickly cant about 
"Europeanism”, which will have the 
purpose of covering up the differences 
between the various countries. One 
fascist publication 1 have already seen 
decorated xvith the headline, "Europe 
we will defend you!” Underneath were 
pictures of bridges, cathedrals, xvorks of 
art, the Leaning Toxver of Pisa and 
whatnot. I suppose 
that some sinister

I!

which was responsible for today’s de
monstration. CEL1B threats caused 
some concessions on freight rates to be 
granted by the Government after a 
Prefect visited the Prime Minister, Mr. 
Pompidou, in Paris yesterday. But the 
promised concessions and a set reduction 
of 10 per cent, on a few categories of 
agricultural products were not enough, 
CELIB leaders claimed. Fishermen who 
catch the famous live lobsters as well 
as more humble fish demand at least 
a 15 per cent, concession.

The government obviously heeded 
CEL I B's call for a 24-hour admin
istrative strike for the following day 
it was announced that the increased 
freight charges would not apply to 
Britanny and Central France.

When the news of the Cabinet’s 
decision reached Morlaix—the cen
tre of the peasant “revolt”—a pea
sant leader said: “This is only a 
beginning. Our standard of living 
must be raised to equality with in
dustrial workers. We shall continue 
to agitate until we get a fair deal.

'T’WO circulars have been issued in this 
A country, calling for individual acts 

against war during the week of the 
world wide general strike for peace”, 

5th to 11th November, 1962.
One leaflet, calling for token work 

stoppages, has already been distributed 
to 500 shop stewards and Trades Union 
branch officials. The other, calling for 
a boycott of goods made by those who 
also manufacture weapons, is noxv being 
distributed to peace groups and inter
ested individuals.

The aim of the shoe-string group who 
issue the leaflets, and associated groups 
abroad, is to encourage and support 
individual acts against weapons. But it 
is also hoped to secure a xvider hearing 
among ordinary people for the various 
arguments against war preparation.

The boycott leaflet explains how: 
Mass demonstrations depend for 

their publicity on what the national 
press thinks newsworthy. The papers 
might think the aims of the demon
strators worth reporting or they may 
think it more important that some of 
the demonstrators wear beards. But 
a buying strike is a series of individual 
demonstrations; people mostly hear 
about it not through the press but 
from the individuals taking part. So 
tell your friends and neighbours, your 
suppliers (they are always interested 
to hear of custom being withdrawn) 
and the local papers, either by word 
of mouth or by letter.
No arguments against war are in

cluded in the leaflets themselves, as it 
is intended that any participating groups 
and individuals should participate on 
their own terms and make their own 
propaganda.

Further information may be obtained 
from The General Strike for Peace Act
ing London Committee. 148a, Fellows 
Road. London. N.W.3, or the New York 
Committee General Strike for Peace. 
63, West 14th Street, New York 11, N.Y. 
fapree* Printer*. London, E.I.

Sark, in the Channel Islands has deci
ded to buy a modern, fully equipped 
ambulance, but since all self-propelled 
vehicles (except tractors) are banned 
by law. the engine will be removed 
from the ambulance and it will be towed 
by a tractor in its errands of mercy. 
The Pope has decided to cut down the 
time spent* in the ceremony of the 
gesture of obedience at the Ecumenical 
Council. In 1869 it took seven hours; 
noxv. by cutting out kissing the Pope’s 
slipper they hope to take only three 
hours. A Roman Catholic priest who 
disappeared from his parish in Carlisle 
was found to have married one of his 
parishioners at a registry office
working as a labourer on shifts at a 
soup factory. Laurie Hislam of Glou
cestershire is walking 1,200 miles to 
Rome to seek audience xvith the Pope 
about the scandal of Christians

paring for nuclear war". . . .

rH

Africans, our nearest neighbours, a new 
form of imperialism may seem to 
threaten. Indeed xve already hear talk 
of neocolonialism. In Victorian days 
sensational stories were written about 
tho picturesquely-named "Yellow Peril". 
No one ex er pointed out that the worst 
peril the world has ever known xvas, 
and is still, the White Peril, which from 
the sixteenth century on has systematic
ally wrecked and plundered every other 
civilisation on earth! With the increas
ing power of America. Russia and China 
it almost looked as if the European sec
tion of the White Peril xvas going to 
cease its aggression against humanity, 
and allow itself to decline into a condi
tion of modest affluence, like some old. 
retired, comfortably situated pirate. 
After all. this is what the Scandinavian 
countries have done. At one time the 
plague of their neighbours, they have 
now for several centuries been doing 
xvhat Voltaire advised individuals to do. 
They have been cultivating their own 
gardens. Noxv they have a very high 
living standard as a result.

However, no such luck. A united, 
authoritarian, clerical, military and com
mercial Europe is noxv going to add 
itself to the world's super-states, and, 
such is the nature of big states, embark 
on a new career of conquest. The pirate 
has not retired. Instead he is fitting 
out his ship for a new cruise, xvith an 
improved and heavier armament.

A new form of patriotism xvill re
place the old. Instead of being good 
Englishmen. Germans. Dutchmen. Span
iards. etc. xve shall be exhorted to be

192
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Bonn, October 4.
The Federal Cabinet today approved 

the record Budget of 56,800 million 
marks, about £5.071 millions, for • the 
current financial year. At the same time 
it discussed measures for the stabilisation 
of the West German economy.

Tho Budget has thrown into sharp 
relief the growing concern which is being 
expressed about the economy. The 
Minister of Economics, Professor Er
hard, has repeatedly stated that some
things must be done to arrest inflationary 
trends which threaten to undermine 
much of xvhat has been achieved during 
the last 15 years. Last week the 
Federation of German Industries pub
lished an urgent appeal for price and 
wage moderation and for an all-out 
effort to maintain the tempo of econ-
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rupt politician is ‘advised’ by the ‘train
ed’ (by whom?) civil servant and that, 
surely, we have no evidence, judging 
from ‘diplomatic’ relations, that civil 
servants are any less corrupt than the 
politicians they ‘advise’. (Probably (?) 
the politicians would be less corrupt if 
they were not put up to so many of 
their cunning little tricks by those xvho. 
from long years of experience, ‘know the 
ropes' and are thus able to set their seals 
to any ‘wind of change' or change of 
wind?). "C.H." is in a real trance! 
The so-called "Common Market" is the 
(free) West (End) rich man's club of 
finance—industrialists—the East) (End) 
has its parallel (on a different ‘social’ 
level?).
Southampton. Oct. 6. B. Cecil Bevis. 
P.S.—Following my own precept. I re
strain myself from ‘wasting’ more of 
your valuable space, time and labour. 

B.C.B.

££ I k£

For Queen and 
Counting-House ?
Dear Friends.

To me. the key phrase in the analysis 
of the anarchist attitude to the so-called 
“Common Market" is:

Tho realisation by workers, capi
talists and governments, of living in a 
society where consumer-power is re
vealed as a more potent factor than 
vote-power is but one of the changes 
that is leading to the complete tran
formation of our capitalist societies." 
The master-key xvords here arc ‘‘con

sumer-power" for in this consuming 
civilisation we are—apart from the in
creasing likelihood ot the nuclear holo
caust—heading fast for disaster through 
the waste of the worlds resources ('over 
consumption'—selfish indulgence!) 

Anarchists do not need me to remind 
them by giving examples—thousands of 
millions of gallons of water consumed 
hourly by nuclear ‘generating’ stations 
while deserts remain without the irriga
tion which would bring humanity at 
large infinitely greater benefit., their 
wasting from lack of works (the unem
ployed). from lack of satisfying work 
(the misemployed) or from inherently 
evil unemployment (the mal employed— 
nuclear, and other, weapons ‘inventors' 
and producers).

These are the aspects of our ‘civilisa
tion’ which anarchists, humanists, ration
alists and others who feel some ‘com
mitment’ should be constanly ‘bringing 
home’ to others, not only by writing 
or speaking but by example, by con
tracting-out so far as is possible—and 
1 have proved to myself that it is pos
sible to a surprising degree. We may 
be regarded, as Bertrand Russell has in J

omic expansion.
The Minister is believed to be con

sidering means of checking consumer 
spending, possibly by increasing taxes 
on consumpton. He wants to damp 
down the present building boom and 
deflate high building prices. Finally, 
he is anxious to secure popular support 
for this “semi-austerity" programme by 
xvide circulation of the facts of the 
present economic situation. He has 
done this in the past by' copious use of 
advertising space in the press.

The newspaper ‘‘Die Welt" points out 
today that wages have risen by 11 per 
cent, in the last twelve months, while 
industrial output is up by only 5 per

Shorter working hours have been
accompanied by increased absenteeism 
—one million people are staying away 
from xvork every day because of real or 
alleged sickness.

In his battle against inflation Professor 
Erhard has many hard nuts to crack. 
This was underlined today xvhen the 
Government announced increases in rail 
fares and postal charges. Most rail 
fares will go up by about 6 per cent., 
but weekly tickets for workers xvill be 
up by as much as 161 per cent. Even 
so the Federal Railways expect to make 
a loss of 300 million marks next year. 
Postal chalges for parcels and printed 
matter will also be increased this 
autumn.

(Terence Prittie in the Guardian.)

HOPE that it will not be interpreted 
as undue defeatism to say that the 

Common Market will come anyway, in 
one form or another, whatever anybody 
says or does. No doubt some will bene
fit and some will suffer. To me it ap
pears to be a "bad thing", as 1066 and 
all that would put it. but I can see little 
that can be done to stop it, short of 
course of a social revolution.

To ally oneself with the Beaverbrook 
press, xvith patriots xvaving union jacks 
with the "stand by the Commonwealth" 
brigade seems a pretty depressing pros-

I don’t knoxv how far C.H. is 
correct in ascribing Freedom's 

to (unconscious) patriotic
ardour, but it is clear enough that for 
many opposition to the Common Mar
ket stems from patriotism. It is im
possible for the anarchist to take this
position, since he is an internationalist Weeks 38, 39, 40 
or he is nothing. C.H. makes a good
case for going in. but 1 can't help feel
ing a bit uneasy al! the same, although
1 recognise that one way or another 
joining the Common Market is almost 
inevitable.

It has been an advantage to people 
living in this country to be outside 
Continental politics, whatever the cause 
of this isolation may have been. The 
British, like the Dutch, who much re
semble them, may be cruel enough 
abroad, but they are at least fairly 
humane at home. It xvould be a pity 
if involvement in the Common Market 
led to such a decree of unification of 
Europe that, for instance, the O.A.S.. 
or some similar horror, was able to 
make its appearance here. The methods 
of the British police are bad enough 
already, but at least we have not had 
as yet to fish fifty dead nuclear disarmers 
out of the Thames, or find our friends 
hanging from trees in Hyde Park. These 
medieval scenes were enacted not long 
ago in Paris with Algerians as victims. 
Again, it is bad enough to have to carry 
passports when we travel. It is bad to 
have a National Insurance number. Even 
so it could still be worse. We might 
have the Continental system of internal 
passports, "papers", imposed upon us.
This is all the more likely as the mobil
ity of labour across the frontiers in
creases. and the controls there are 
relaxed.

No doubt this is a very insular point 
of view, but in a barbaric world a few 
islands of relative mildness are worth 
preserving, and, as C.H. says, we live 
in the real (authoritarian) world, not in 
the free society we should like.

National frontiers are an evil, but if 
authoritarianism is to continue it is 
better that the authoritarians should be 
divided. 1 always thought that the anar
chist case against world government was 
that it would unite the forces of tyranny 
and give them greater power. Political 
asylum, already gravely compromised, 
would become a thing of the past. The 
same logic applies to an authoritarian 
United Europe.

There are other factors to be con
sidered. We live in a world of pan-this 
and pan-that, Pan-Africanism, Pan- 
Asianism, etc. Now we have the be
ginnings of Pan-Europeanism. Another 
bloc is being created in a world already
tense with fear and hostility. To the

rather than acreage under cultivation, as 
The effect of acreage 

duction has been largely nullified 
because farmers have tended to farm 
their remaining lands more intensively. 
The bill also included controls for the 
first time on dairy production.

A bill similar to the President's was 
passed by the Senate last May. but ran 
into heavy opposition in the House from 
Republicans and the American Farm 
Bureau Federation, which said it would 
make Secretary of Agriculture Orville 
Freeman a "czar" over farmers. The 
House defeated the bill, passing instead 
one without the strict production con
trols. A joint conference then worked 
out a compromise bill and the House 
passed it ten days ago, 202 to 197.

Last xveek the compromise bill was 
passed by the Senate and President Ken
nedy signed it into law. It included 
some of his proposals, eliminated or 
watered down others. This is what he 
got:

(lj Extensive wheat controls, effec
tive in 1964 if approved by txvo-thirds 
of the wheat farmers in a national refer
endum. -The Secretary of Agriculture 
would*have authority to set the number 
of acres needed to produce the total 
wheat requirement, an estimated 
1.000,000,000 bushels. This xvould re
duce acreage from 55,000,000 to about 
48,000,000. Thus the emphasis in as
signing wheat allotments would be on 
actual production.

(2) Authority for the Secretary of 
Agriculture to set feed-grain support 
prices at 50 to 90 per cent, of parity. 
(Parity is a price calculated to give the 
farmer a fair return in relation to his 
costs.) Reduction of supports would 
tend to discourage excessive planting 
and thus diminish surplus production.

(3) A 10-vear pilot program for turn
ing surplus cropland over to recreation 
and conservation uses.

Although the measure was not what 
the President wanted, it was viewed as 
opening the way for possible approval

that:
The Federal Government has 

S4.500.000.000 worth of surplus farm 
produce in storage — including 
2.400,000.000 bushels of wheat, corn and 
feed grains. The cost of storing this 
abundance is about S1.000.000.000 a 
year. The farm price-support programs 
cost another 52.500,000.000 a year.

Nine months ago President Kennedy 
sent to Congress a farm bill aimed at 
cutting the cost of helping the farmers. 
It proposed tight controls on wheat and 
feed grain, with production quotas to 
be granted in terms of total produce
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